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X M T R O D X J C T X O N

•'We have to earn silence... to work for it: To make it not
an absence but a presence; not an emptiness but repletion.
Silence is something more than just a pause; it is that
enchanted place where space is cleared and time is stayed
and the horizon itself expands.
In silence, we often say,
we can hear ourselves think; but what is truer to say is
that in silence we can hear ourselves not think, and so sink
below ourselves into a place far deeper than mere thought
allows."
Pico Iyer

My introduction to the Snake River in Hells Canyon,
located along the Oregon - Idaho border, unfortunately
coincided with my introduction to jet boats.

I was working

on a project for a small grassroots environmental
organization based in Joseph, Oregon, the Hells Canyon
Preservation Council (HCPC).

It was October of 1992, and I

had recently begun a Masters program in Environmental
Studies at the University of Montana in Missoula.

I moved

to Missoula from Tennessee, and when I first went to see
Hells Canyon, a place I'd never heard of until a few weeks
previous to that first visit, I still felt no real
connection with the West.

That was to change during the

course of an overnight river trip, through the wild section
of the Snake River in the heart of Hells Canyon, with
several other students in the Environmental Studies Program;
our instructor, Mary O'Brien; and the Executive Director of
HCPC, Ric Bailey.
The project I was working on for HCPC entailed trying
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to stop the construction of a road, parking lot and trail
which would bring in many visitors and overnight campers to
an ancient, sacred petroglyph site.

This was part of a

large campground development project planned for an area
called Pittsburg Landing, the dividing point between the
Wild and Scenic sections of the Snake River.

There are two

ways to get to Pittsburg Landing, a rough road (which has
since been improved to accommodate sedan travel) or via the
river —

our group got there in a dory named Sockeye and an

old inflatable raft that had a faint smell of cat pee.
note:

[A

Unfortunately the work I did on the petroglyph issue

was too late in coming.

The development went through as

planned and shortly after completion the petroglyph site was
twice vandalized.]
Ric Bailey, a river guide during the summer months,
warned us about the jet boats, but no amount of description
prepared me for what I saw, heard, and felt.

Out of the

water jet boats don't look very threatening, but when one is
coming toward you in the narrow, steep canyon of the Snake
River, the feeling is one of complete horror and disbelief.
You usually start hearing them about a minute before you see
them, and the closer they get the more they seem to fill the
entire river;

you feel as if there is no possible way they

can avoid hitting you.

Jet boats are advised to slow when

encountering float parties, but this doesn't always happen,
and their wakes can create an unnatural, unwanted rapid.
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knew upon that first encounter with a jet boat in this
incredible canyon that I wanted to be involved in the
process of regulating their use and numbers, especially in
the wild section of the Snake River.
Those of us on that trip fell in love with the area
and joked about how wonderful it would be to live in a town
like Joseph.

At that point I never would have believed that

from August of 1994 through September of 1995 I would live
in rural northeastern Oregon and work for HCPC.

A month

after I started, Ric Bailey and Andy Kerr, the Executive
Director of the Oregon Natural Resources Council, were hung
in effigy outside our office by the local "wise use"
constituency.

Friends in Missoula worried about me, but I

decided to stick it out, and for the year I spent there the
main focus of my research work was jet boats and the Snake
River.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ISSUE
For the last nine years, the Wallowa-Whitman National
Forest, which oversees management of the Snake River within
the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area, has been in the
process of revising the management plan for the Wild and
Scenic Snake River.

See map of the area in Appendix A.

This process has included a visitor use survey, the Limits
of Acceptable Change (LAC) process including input from a
citizens task force, and the entire gamut of the National
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Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process, affording all
interested citizens the opportunity to voice their concerns
and suggestions.
From the beginning, the Forest Service recognized the
need for public input in every stage of this planning
process:

the Snake River is very popular with many people

who enjoy it for a variety of reasons.

As a way to

structure the analysis of this planning process, it will be
useful to analyze these stages with respect to John
Friedmann's theory of transactive planning, a theory which
really formed the basis for citizen input processes such as
the LAC citizen task force.
The transactive planning process differs from the
traditional rational-comprehensive approach.

The

traditional approach, epitomized by the NEPA process,
typically allows public input,
only intermittently throughout the process, often
during preliminary "scoping" sessions when issues and
concerns are initially identified and in response to
formal alternatives conceived and presented by the
technical planning staff (Hendee, p.231).
Friedmann's transactive process acknowledges the importance
of including "those impacted by the decisions contained in
the plan" (Hendee, p.231).

This process views planning as a

dialogue which "allows mutual learning between actor [those
who use the river] and planner [the Forest Service] to take
place," and which "generally leads to a new synthesis of
knowledge relevant for action and incorporates both
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experiential and formal codes" (Friedmann, p.402),

In other

words, the Forest Service recognized the need to incorporate
the public's experiences with, and understanding of the
Snake River while in turn sharing technical knowledge with
the public.

Throughout this paper I will look at how this

type of planning process played out in the Visitor Use
Study, the efforts of the citizen's task force, and the NEPA
process.
However, before delving into the real issues of the
planning process to regulate jet boats on the Snake Wild and
Scenic River, I think it is important to set up some context
for why this issue is so significant.

Let me start with

some background on jet boat use.
At the time Hells Canyon was designated a National
Recreation Area and the enabling Act required regulation of
motorized and nonmotorized rivercraft, the amount of jet
boat use was much lower than it is today.

Recreation use in

1974 on the Snake River consisted of only 13,104 jet boat
user days (one jet boat on the river for one day) or 1,858
jet boat trips.

In 1977, two years after designation of the

river as Wild and Scenic and a legislative requirement that
the use and number of jet boats on the river be controlled,
jet boat use had increased to 18,000 visitor days.

From

1977 - 1978, jet boat use increased 26% and private jet boat
use alone increased 61.5%.

In a report to Stan Kiser, Snake

River Ranger, from Dixie Wilmarth (Hells Canyon Recreation
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Guard) dated October 13, 1978, Ms. Wilmarth states, "this
increased use clearly points out the need for a use limit to
be established, possibly even a regulated schedule similar
to floaters."
However, while float craft were put under a regulated
permit system in 1978, no such use limit system was ever
established for jet boats, and their numbers continued to
increase.

In 1981, the Record of Decision on the Final

Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Hells Canyon
National Recreation Area (HCNRA) Comprehensive Management
Plan (CMP), which finally proposed control of the use and
number of motorized rivercraft, was signed, but
implementation was delayed as the result of numerous
appeals.

The appeals were because of the Forest Service

proposal to ban jet boats above Rush Creek during the summer
to keep a 16-mile stretch of the wild section free of
motors.

This solution was "judged to have the least

likelihood of causing further polarization between opposing
groups" (Palmer, 1991, p.207).
In April of 1983, John B. Crowell, Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture, issued a final decision on the appeals.
Without giving any reasons, the purely political ruling
stated that control of motorized rivercraft use levels could
not occur prior to the 1985 summer season; Yet the agency
had controlled the number of float launches in 1977, and
those controls remained.
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But 1985 came and went without the initiation of any
process to control the use and number of motorized
rivercraft.

Their numbers continued to increase while non

motorized launches remained limited to the five launches per
day cap established in 1977.

Finally, in 1987 the Forest

Service commissioned the University of Idaho to conduct a
survey to determine user perceptions of use of the Snake
Wild and Scenic River.

This marked the beginning of the

river management planning process, a process which is still
going on nearly ten years later while jet boat numbers
continue to escalate, as jet boaters are not subject to any
use limits or use caps.

In fact, the most dramatic

increases have occurred since the survey, completed in 1989.
Visitor Use Reports indicate that in 1988, a total of 396
private jet boats entered the river corridor.
total of 1,342 entered.

In 1991, a

This represents an increase of

approximately 240 percent in just three years

(See Appendix

B).
The management plan process on the Snake River is also
significant in a broader context.

Certainly, the debate

over jet boat use on rivers is not limited to the Snake.

In

fact, this issue is popping up all over the Pacific
Northwest.

The Forest Service at the North Fork Ranger

District in Idaho is preparing to revise the River Plan for
the Main Salmon Wild and Scenic River.

The situation on the

Salmon is different since all boaters are regulated during
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the summer control season.

In fact, the 1978 level of 15

private jet boat days per week during the regulated season
has not changed.

However, conflict is beginning to arise

during the spring and fall when numbers are not regulated
and fishing is popular (Rogers Thomas, pers. comm., January
96) .
On the Rogue River in Oregon, the Medford District of
the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is in the process of
revising the Hellgate Recreation Area Management Plan.

The

necessity of a new plan is in part based on a BLM funded
recreation use study conducted by Oregon State University's
Department of Forest Resources in 1992.

The results of this

study "highlighted the concern of on-river conflicts among
users, particularly between jet boats and floaters during
the summer months, and between jet boats and anglers in the
fall fishing season" (United States Department of the
Interior, May 1994, p. 7).

As Michael Walker, Rogue River

Planner, told me, "We are in the middle of a river planning
process and up to our necks with conflicts between jet
boats, anglers, floaters and homeowners" (Michael Walker,
pers. comm., 19 March 1996).
The process of developing and approving a new Snake
River Management Plan has been long and tedious, with the
main contention being the regulation of jet boats,
specifically in the wild section (See Appendix C for a
chronological review of the past efforts to regulate jet
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boats).

Both sides in this issue, those who favor basically

unregulated jet boat use and those who want to have a
nonmotorized section on the river and regulation of jet boat
use, have employed several types of strategies to protect
their interest and influence the process.
In this paper I will examine the various aspects of the
river planning process as they relate to the issue of jet
boat use, and as they shed light on the role of public
participation in this particular case.

The stages of the

planning process include the University of Idaho Visitor Use
Study, the Limits of Acceptable Change process, and the
various stages of the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) process.
Further, I will look at the consequences of one
environmental organization's strategy choices within the
NEPA process in its effort to protect the largest (by water
volume) predominantly wild river in America from unregulated
jet boat use.

The NEPA process was appropriately carried

out in creation of the river plan, but there is still no new
plan for the Snake River after nine years of planning and
effort by agencies, organizations and individuals.

How did

the choices made by all the parties involved influence the
process and what are the consequences of those choices?

Did

HCPC always make the best strategy moves or were there other
avenues they could have followed with perhaps better
results?
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Finally, I will examine how two distinctly different,
both in goals and tactics, organizations came to dominate
the process and nationalize the issue.

With such a

polarization of groups, the issue tended to become
oversimplified.

Will this sort of decisionmaking really

lead to the best management of the Snake River in Hells
Canyon?

I should also note that there were many issues to

be worked out in the planning process which I am omitting
from this analysis:

issues regarding campsites, pit

toilets, grazing, etc.

While important issues, they did not

garner the controversy nor cause the process to become
bitter the way the jet boat issue did.
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In order to fully comprehend the gravity of disruption
caused by jet boats, one must experience them in person.
Following is the description given in 1992 by one commercial
float customer, of her first river trip in Hells Canyon:
Although I was forewarned about the jet boats, I had
envisioned and looked forward to a place where
tranquility would predominate at least part of the
time. But the reality was more than a disappointment,
it was a shock. My recollection of awesome Hells
Canyon will always be tainted by the constant and
intimidating jet boats.
It will be a memory of ducking
down in the boat when they sped by, their wakes
jostling our float craft and smashing against the
shore.
It will be a memory of few moments of peace
from the wakes and speed, of metallic noise filling the
canyon, and only brief moments accompanied by the
sounds of the river alone.
It will be a memory stained
by the fear of ever being in the water outside the
raft, and one scarred by the vision of fleeing
wildlife, and of feeling like I was a second-class
citizen there (Ric Bailey, pers. comm., 10 December
1994).

JET BOATS
Jet boats are a form of engine-powered boat that can
have either an inboard or outboard engine.

What

differentiates a jet boat from regular power boats is that
they are capable of hydrojet propulsion in which they take
in water through grilles in the underside of the boat and
expel it through nozzles at the back of the boat.

This type

of propulsion allows them to travel up rapids (the Hells
Canyon stretch of the Snake has class II-V rapids), and in
very shallow water (150 ram) at speeds of up to 50 raph.
11
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largest jet boats that travel in Hells Canyon may be 44 feet
in length and have three engines, each producing 300-350
horsepower.
One of the arguments made by the jet boat lobby in
favor of their continued unregulated use of the canyon is
that they are a "traditional" use of the Snake River.

There

is a good deal of history to power boating in Hells Canyon:
"In frontier times, steampowered sternwheelers plied the
river canyon, and legend has it the 128-foot-long Shoshone
traveled from Boise to Lewiston, Idaho, in 1870, losing 10
feet off its bow in collision with rocks" (Cockle, 14
January 1992, B-2).

However, jet boats are a far cry from

steampowered sternwheelers.

In somewhat the form we know

them today, jet boats have been running the Snake River
since roughly the early 1960's, riding on the wings of their
invention by New Zealand designer John Hamilton.

However,

up until just recently they rarely were able to make it up
the Snake beyond Rush Creek rapid, located approximately
half way between Pittsburg Landing and Hells Canyon dam, in
the heart of the wild section.
Tim Palmer, in his book The Snake River, describes one
jet boat encounter at Wild Sheep Rapid:

"A jet boat roared

up the rapid, spun, powered down the rapid, whirled with
engines gunning, and throttled up again" (Palmer, 1991, p.
203).

Granted it does take some skill to run a jet boat up

a rapid, but it is a skill of total technological prowess,
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matching the power of the internal combustion engine and
state-of-the-art propulsion systems against the power of a
wild river.

THE SNAKE RIVER
The Hells Canyon National Recreation Area covers
652,488 acres of rugged wildlands.

In the heart of this

vast terrain is the Snake River, forming the border of
northeastern Oregon and west central Idaho.
is a river of many superlatives.

The Snake River

It is one of the largest

rivers in the continental United States wherein a
substantial part of its immediate gorge remains in a
primitive condition.

It is the largest (in terms of water

volume) Whitewater river in the country.

Its 107-mile

stretch from Hells Canyon dam to the bridge at
Clarkston/Lewiston is one of the longest unbridged stretches
of river in the U.S.
During its 730-mile journey from Yellowstone National
Park to Hells Canyon, the Snake River receives dozens of
major tributary streams and eventually becomes the twelfth
largest river in the United States.

Seven hundred and

thirty miles downstream from their source, almost all rivers
in the U.S. are urban, or developed rural watercourses:
Irrigated, dammed, industrialized, polluted, and bordered by
cities and freeways.

And while many parts of the Snake are

dammed or diverted, 730 miles down the Snake, within Hells
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Canyon, this river, and its immediate gorge, are
predominantly wild and undeveloped.

The established

presence of civilization is limited mostly to the remnants
of abandoned mining and ranching operations.
The Snake River was named for the Shoshone tribe, who
were also called "Snakes."

The Snake's mighty gorge. Hells

Canyon, is the second deepest river-carved canyon in North
America.

It is the centerpiece to more than one million

acres of undeveloped land.

This scenic and ecologically

diverse country is crossed only by a single paved road.
It is the wild character of the river canyon that in
part makes jet boats incongruous and problematic. As I
mentioned earlier, the Hells Canyon stretch of the Snake
contains class II-V rapids.

Class V rapids are long and

violent with waves up to twenty feet.

Hazards in these

rapids include rock drops, huge waves, violent whirlpools
and eddies.

The rapids in Hells Canyon are made even more

dangerous due to the suddenly changing water levels caused
by the fluctuation in flows from releases out of Hells
Canyon Dam, and the fact that in some places, the Snake is
only about 80 feet wide.

As Ric Bailey states, "the Snake

is big water in a rugged, convoluted canyon.

It is

dangerous even to those who know it well."
A look at Snake River Corridor Incidents for 1986
through 1989 in the Visitor Use Reports for those years
points out the fact that jet boats are a hazard on the Snake
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Wild and Scenic River (SWSR).

In the summer of 1986 there

were three reports of jet boats sinking.

In the summer of

1987 there were two reports of jet boats sinking and one of
a jet boat grounding.

In 1988 one jet boat grounded and

four jet boats sank, resulting in the drowning death of one
person.

In 1989 there were eight reports of jet boats

either sinking or being involved in some type of accident.
Indeed, at least 65%, and perhaps 75%, of accidents on the
Snake River from 1986-1989 involved jet boats.

The FEIS for

the new River Plan states that "powerboats sink at an
estimated rate of five per year, with four usually being
recovered" (United States Department of Agriculture,
hereinafter referred to as USDA, 1994, p.IV-88).
These numbers provide a clear indication that jet boats
are a hazard, not only to their own occupants, but
potentially to other recreationists as well.

This is

particularly important in the 30-mile wild section of the
river, where a majority of the accidents occur due mainly to
large, turbulent rapids.

The wild section is also by far

the most heavily used by floaters.

Thus, the potential for

disaster there is the greatest.
For 30 years the Hells Canyon Preservation Council has
been working to protect and preserve the Greater Hells
Canyon Ecosystem.

Over the course of this paper, I will

present and analyze this organization's efforts to protect
the Snake River and many of its inhabitants and visitors
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from unregulated jet boat use.

This has been one of HCPC's

longest and bitterest struggles, and I hope that the lessons
learned from this process can be useful to others dealing
with similar problems.
An overview of the contents of this paper is as
follows.

Chapters 1-3 will focus on pertinent background

information for the Snake River planning process.

In

Chapter One, I will present the legislative background on
the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area, including a close
examination of those aspects of legislation which focus on
the protection of the Snake River and the control of jet
boats.

In Chapter Two, I will give a brief description of

the parties who have been major participants in this
planning process over the last eight years.

Finally,

Chapter Three will be an examination of the 1987 visitor Use
Study, a document which helped form the basis for developing
a new River Plan.
Chapters 4-5 will focus on the planning process itself,
specifically the implications of HCPC's strategy choices
within the public participation process.

In Chapter 6, I

will examine how the process eventually became dominated by
HCPC and the Hells Canyon Alliance (HCA), the jet boat
lobby, through the media and political process.

Finally, in

the Conclusion I will discuss some of the lessons learned by
HCPC from this process, and I will attempt to make
recommendations as to what worked and what could have been
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done differently, and how this knowledge can be put to good
use in the future.
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O N E

T.RGTSIATIVE BACKGROUND

Congress has declared the need to protect the intrinsic
and natural values of Hells Canyon and the Snake River.

In

fact, the canyon and river have been afforded a "triple
layer" of intended protection through designation of most of
the canyon above the immediate shoreline of the river as a
wilderness area, the Snake as a wild and scenic river, and
the entire expanse as a national recreation area.

Excepting

national park designation, these are the strongest statutory
protection mandates in the nation.
The legislative and regulatory laws that govern and
protect Hells Canyon, and that have been most pertinent in
this planning process, include the Hells Canyon National
Recreation Area Act, the Wilderness Act, the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act, and the Public Land Regulations for Hells
Canyon.

The points which I raise in this section regarding

jet boats and applicable laws are points which HCPC has
raised throughout the new river plan process.

Hells Canyon National Recreation Area Act
On December 31, 1975, Public Law 94-199 was signed into
law establishing the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area
and the Snake Wild and Scenic River (Managed under the
umbrella of the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest).
18
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intended that this act would protect the Hells Canyon
stretch of the Snake River from proposed dams.

It was

during this struggle that the original Hells Canyon
Preservation Council formed in order to halt the High
Mountain Sheep and other Dam proposals which would have
flooded this last wild stretch of the Snake.
There are several sections of the HCNRÀ Act which are
pertinent to the issues I will raise in this paper.

Section

1 (a) states that the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area
is established so that the lands and waters of Hells Canyon
"are preserved for this and future generations, and that the
recreational and écologie values and public enjoyment of the
area are thereby enhanced."

Further, Section 7 states that

public outdoor recreation must be compatible with the
following objectives:
(2) conservation of scenic, wilderness, cultural,
scientific, and other values contributing to the public
benef it ;
(3) preservation, especially in the area generally
known as Hells Canyon, of all features and
peculiarities believed to be biologically unique
including, but not limited to, rare and endemic plant
species, rare combinations of aquatic, terrestrial, and
atmospheric habitats, and the rare combinations of
outstanding and diverse ecosystems and parts of
ecosystems associated therewith?
(4) protection and maintenance of fish and wildlife
habitat.
Finally, the Act required the Forest Service to
regulate the number of jet boats allowed to use the Snake
Wild and Scenic River.

Section 10 (d) of the Act states

that the Secretary of Agriculture shall promulgate a special
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rule "for the control of the use and number of motorized and
nonmotorized rivercraft."

In 1978 interim management

guidelines for the HCNRÀ took effect.

The Forest Service

began regulating the number of daily launches allowed by
nonmotorized rivercraft launching below Hells Canyon Dam on
the Snake Wild and Scenic River (SWSR).

Motorized

rivercraft were subject only to self-issue permits.

Wilderness Values
As I stated in the above section, the HCNRA Act
mandates that public outdoor recreation must be compatible
with wilderness values.

Between Hells Canyon Dam and Willow

Creek (20 miles down), the 30-mile wild designated river
section is abutted on both sides by the Hells Canyon
Wilderness Area.

On its remaining (lower) 10 miles, the

Oregon side of the river is designated wilderness.

The

wilderness area boundary begins at the wild river corridor
boundary, and extends to an average of ten miles out from
the river corridor on either side.

The wilderness boundary

on both sides of the river includes the entire Snake River
Canyon, up to the rim.
The nature of the designated wilderness area is a
steep, vast canyon.

In this canyon, audible and visual

impacts of motorized use in its very center, on the river,
represent considerable impact to wilderness values and
experiences from river to rim.

The Wilderness Act states
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that an area of wilderness is one which retains "its
primeval character and influence" and "generally appears to
have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with
the imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable" (PL
88-577;sec.2 [c]).

Jet boats are quite noticeable, both

audibly and visibly, in the Hells Canyon Wilderness Area,
and inflict an influence which is far from primeval.
While the Snake River is not included in the designated
wilderness, and there is no "buffer" provision in the
Wilderness Act that limits developments or activities on
lands and waters adjacent to a wilderness area, the HCNRA
Act does require conservation of wilderness values not
necessarily limited to designated wilderness (Section 7(2)).
The definition of wilderness values includes remoteness from
civilization and technology, and predominance of the sights
and sounds of nature.

These attributes are impaired by jet

boat use, which on the SWSR is audibly and visibly evident
even on the rim of the canyon, miles from the river itself,
and over one vertical mile above.
The loss of wilderness values even in designated
wilderness has recently occurred via dramatic motorized
developments both on the rim of the canyon and within the
river corridor.

Extensive paved roads and motorized

accommodations have been constructed recently at Hat Point
and Overlook I on the west rim of the canyon, and at
Pittsburg Landing and Hells Canyon Creek in the river
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corridor.

These rim and river roads in combination with

near-constant jet boat use on the river in essence pinch the
wilderness experience into tiny enclaves between the river
and the rim, wherein one is perhaps simultaneously exposed
to both audible and visible motorized use on the rim above
and the river below.

National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
Tim Palmer, one of the nation's leading experts on
river ecology and protection, has said, "a milestone in
river conservation, the Hells Canyon fight marked the first
great success [for the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act] in the
face of an imminent threat" (Palmer, 1993, p. 30).
Sixty-seven and one-half miles of the Snake River
within the HCNRA was designated Wild and Scenic in 1975
through passage of the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area
Act.

Section 2(b)(1) of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers

Act describes wild-designated river areas as representing
"vestiges of primitive America."

This section of the Act

leads one to envision a pristine setting wherein a
wilderness experience can be found.

This contrasts with the

Act's description of scenic and recreational river sections
in which the presence of civilization is found.

For

example, a scenic river contains "shorelines largely
undeveloped, but accessible in places by roads."

This is a

definition not only of a less primitive condition, but of a
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place that allows motorized access.
The important point in interpreting this statute as it
relates to motorized river use is that the Act does not
merely state the qualifications for designation as "wild" in
this description.

It articulates an atmosphere that should

remain in a wild river section.

One of HCPC's main

arguments all along has been that jet boat presence does not
comply with the vision put forth in the NWSRA for protection
of wild rivers as "vestige[s] of primitive America."

HCPC

asserts that this statutory direction cannot rationally be
construed to intend that the wild section of the Snake
should be dominated by large, fast, loud, water-churning,
combustion-powered jet boats for its entire length 93.5
percent of the year, and even on one third of its length
during the 6.5 percent of the year when motorized
restrictions are in force, as is mandated in the Proposed
Alternative (PA) of the new River Plan.
The Wild and Scenic Snake River Recreation Management
Plan (WSSRRMP) states that one of the objectives for
management of the Snake River corridor is to "maintain, or
enhance, the values for which the river was designated under
the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act" (USDA, 21 October
1994, p. 1).

Some such Outstandingly Remarkable Values (a

Forest Service term) of the river have been identified in
the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).

These

include scenic, recreation, geologic, wildlife, fisheries.
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historic and prehistoric, vegetation/botanical, and
ecological.

The FEIS also states that "the primary

management emphasis for Forest Plan Management Area 8, Hells
Canyon National Recreation Area Snake River Corridor, is to
maintain the recreation experiences available at the time
the area was established" (USDA, 1994, p. 10).

Clearly, the

recreation experience in 1996 is radically different from
what it was in 1975, due to the unconstrained proliferation
of jet boats.
The exponential increase in jet boat use since
designation of the river (see Appendix B) has compromised or
diminished many of the river's values:
Scenic

The scenic quality of the river corridor was

defined by its semi-primitive nature, wherein the signs of
urban, industrialized features i.e., large, jet-propelled
motor boats, were infrequent.

The FEIS alludes to the

scenic Outstandingly Remarkable Value as including "the
natural sounds produced by the river.

The size and force of

the waterway makes this a value not to be intruded upon"
(USDA, 1994, p.III-9).
Recreational The recreational resource at the time of
designation, whether hiking or packing along river trails or
floating, was defined by a degree of natural sounds and
silence that has been diminished by more and faster jet
boats.

The Record Of Decision (ROD) for the new River Plan

states that "human activities since 1975 have moved the
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river settings away from the primitive or semi-primitive
experience.,.. The trend toward the more developed classes
can be directly associated with increased levels of
motorized and non-motorized rivercraft" (USDA, 21 October
1994, p.9).

The fact is that the recreational value of jet

boating has overshadowed all other recreational values due,
as noted above, to unchecked expansion.

Non-raotorized

rivercraft use has remained stable due to use caps in force
since 1977 (H. Woody Fine, pers. comm, with Ric Bailey).
Geologic and Wildlife

The increased erosion of river

beaches via increases in jet boats and consequently their
wakes has contributed to the diminishment of that unique
geologic feature.

The boat wake study conducted by Forest

Service researchers Bill Stack and Terry Carlson in the
summer of 1993 concluded that "movement of sand occurs with
a jet boat wake" (USDA, 1994, p.E-6).

The study goes on to

state that in water depths of 3-6 inches, "one wake can
erode from 0.25 to 1.0 inch [of sand]" (USDA, 1994, p.E-6).
[A note: Stack and Carlson recommended further studies on
this issue but no such study has been initiated as of
October 1996.]
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Public Land Regulations for Hells Canyon
The legal mandate for regulation of jet boat use levels
is illustrated in case law.

The Forest Service was sued in

1988 for its failure to promulgate special regulations to
control jet boat numbers and other activities in the HCNRA.
In its decision of July 1989, the Ninth Circuit Court found
that the Forest Service was negligent.

In its finding, the

Court asserted that the failure of the agency to adopt, in a
timely manner, such regulations as required by the HCNRA Act
illustrated clear negligence.

The Court said in part:

"In

the almost fourteen years since enactment of the HCNRA Act,
the Secretary has not promulgated any rules and
regulations."

The special regulations required by the HCNRA

Act, purportedly including the provision to control the use
of motorized river craft, were finally published in July
1994.
However, the regulation's directive for motorized
rivercraft does not dictate use levels, nor apply any
formula, nor establish any parameters on which to base jet
boat numbers.

Neither does it promulgate rules governing

the operation of jet boats within the Snake Wild and scenic
River.

The regulations simply state that motorized

rivercraft "may be permitted subject to restrictions on
size, type of craft, numbers, noise limits, duration,
seasons, and other matters which may be deemed... necessary
for the safe enjoyment of the rivers" (36 CFR 292.45[b]).
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Rather than regulating jet boat use, the regulations simply
defer to another unidentified forum in which the specific
rule will supposedly be defined and empowered.

The only

other forum for control of the use of motorized rivercraft
that appears to exist is the river plan.
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TWO

PARTICIPANTS IN THE PROCESS

Hells Canyon Preservation Council
The Hells Canyon Preservation Council is based in the
tiny rural community of Joseph, Oregon, in the midst of the
Greater Hells Canyon Ecosystem.
approximately 2,200 people.

Its membership includes

It is governed by an eleven-

member Board of Directors.
HCPC was founded in 1965, and spearheaded the Hells
Canyon protection effort that culminated in Congressional
designation of the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area in
1975.

It disbanded after passage of the Act.

Revitalized

in 1987, HCPC remains the only organization working
exclusively to protect the Greater Hells Canyon Ecosystem.
HCPC's advocacy is highlighted by diverse strategies
and broad-based activism, headlined by a four-part program
that includes ecosystem defense, advocacy, public education,
and outreach/coalition building.
1.

Ecosystem Defense, spearheaded by litigation against

ecologically destructive land management actions and
policies.

HCPC is also active in writing numerous comments

and appeals addressing U.S. Forest Service actions and
plans.
2.

Advocacy, including research to promote land management

alternatives for ecosystem protection and restoration.
28
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has published a Snake River management plan, and a document
entitled Not Another Yellowstone that examines the socio
economic situation in communities surrounding the Hells
Canyon Ecosystem and plots a strategy for an ecologically
sustainable rural community economy.

Additionally, HCPC is

currently undertaking work to develop an ecologically-based
restoration plan for the Hells Canyon Ecosystem.
3.

Public Education, highlighted by a highly successful

media campaign and distribution of HCPC's newsletter, video,
brochures, and other documents.

HCPC also organizes public

meetings and speaking engagements to inform the local and
regional public about its ongoing projects and concerns.
4.

Outreach, to generate support for protection of the

Hells Canyon Ecosystem, including HCPC's Hells Canyon/Chief
Joseph National Park and Preserve proposal, which many
national environmental leaders have noted is one of the most
popular and promising ecosystem-based national park system
proposals in the country.

Hells Canyon Alliance
The Hells Canyon Alliance is an umbrella organization
which represents and lobbies for the interests of private
and commercial jet boaters who recreate on the Snake River
in Hells Canyon.

The Alliance was formed in the fall of

1993 in response to the issuance of the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for the Wild and Scenic Snake River
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Recreation Management Plan.

Their purpose was to "prevent

the drastic changes in public use of the Wild section of the
Snake River, as proposed by the U.S. Forest Service's
Preferred Alternative" ("Alliance Formed to Protect Hells
Canyon User Groups", 3 November 93, pp.1,11).
HCA advocates for minimal regulation of jet boat use,
and against dedicating any nonmotorized period of any kind
on the Snake Wild and Scenic River.

As Sandra Mitchell, HCA

spokesperson, stated, "this river is big enough for
everybody.

Those who want solitude...should go to another

river."
HCA has stated on several occasions that as well as
representing jet boat interests, it also represents many,
and perhaps (it has implied) even the majority, of float
boaters.

It has stated emphatically that float and jet boat

users are not two distinct constituencies, i.e. motorized
and nonmotorized recreationists.

From an article in the

Hells Canyon Journal, the Alliance states.
For the most part, powerboaters and floaters get along
very well together.
If it were not for a radical
minority repeatedly declaring the incompatibility of
the two uses, the problem would be so unimportant it
would have received little attention.
Some conflict
will always exist, but it has nothing to do with one's
mode of transportation.
Separating the users by
alternating weeks is unnecessary and overly restrictive
(Alliance, 3 November 93).
However, only one "floater" organization is part of HCA:
River Access for Tomorrow.

And even this organization has

admitted that some of its 50 members also own jet boats.
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For a complete list of HCA/s member groups see Appendix D.
Conversely, proponents of HCPC's position includes the
American Whitewater Affiliation, representing 26,000
members, the North West Rafters Association, representing
1,200 floaters, and National Organization for Rivers with
6,000 members.

No float outfitting companies are members of

HCA, while six Snake River outfitting companies support
HCPC.

United States Forest Service —

Wallowa-Whitman National

Forest
The Hells Canyon National Recreation Area is managed by
the United States Forest Service under the umbrella of the
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest.

A few of the key agency

people involved in the Snake River Recreation Management
Plan process include:
ROBERT M. RICHMOND: Forest Supervisor, Wallowa-Whitman
National Forest
ED COLE:

Area Ranger, Hells Canyon National
Recreation Area

KURT WEIDENMANN:

Planning Team Leader, WallowaWhitman National Forest

ARTHUR SEAMANS:

Former Snake Wild and Scenic River
Ranger, HCNRA

WOODY FINE:

Deputy Area Ranger, HCNRA

JOHN LOWE:

Former Regional Forester, Pacific
Northwest Region, U.S. Forest
Service

RICHARD FERRARO:

Deputy Regional Forester, Pacific
Northwest Region, U.S.F.S.
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Commercial Outfitters —

Float and Jet boaters

Many of the commercial outfitting businesses have been
active in the debate over regulating jet boats on the Wild
and Scenic Snake River.

Most of the commercial jet boat

outfitters belong to the Hells Canyon Alliance (See Appendix
D).

The commercial float outfitters who have been the most

active in supporting the work of HCPC to regulate jet boats
include:
CANYON OUTFITTERS
HUGHES RIVER EXPEDITIONS
DAVIS WHITEWATER EXPEDITIONS
HOLIDAY RIVER EXPEDITIONS
RIVER ODYSSEYS WEST
OARS/DORIES

Congressional Members
Several members of Congress have been involved on both
sides of the issue regarding regulation of jet boats on the
Snake Wild and Scenic River.

These include:

LARRY CRAIG:

U.S. Senator from Idaho

WES COOLEY:

Congressional Representative from Oregon

PETER DEFAZIO: Congressional Representative from Oregon
ELIZABETH FURSE: Congressional Representative from
Oregon
MARK HATFIELD: United States Senator from Oregon
PATTY MURRAY:

United States Senator from Washington

BRUCE VENTO:

Congressional Representative from
Minnesota, Chairman of Subcommittee on
National Parks, Forests and Public Lands

RON WYDEN:

Congressional Representative from Oregon
United States Senator since 1996
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T H R E E

VISITOR USE STUDY

I examine the 1989 University of Idaho Hells Canyon
Visitor Profile and Recreation Use Study because of its
importance to the entire planning process for the Snake
River.

All the participants in this river planning process

have, at one time or another, used the Visitor Use Study to
justify their arguments regarding jet boat use.

This study

was the initial step in revising the river plan for the
Snake River, and in light of Friedmann's theory of
transactive planning, this was probably a good way for the
Forest Service to begin the revision process.

This survey

allowed those who actually use and enjoy the river, and
would be affected by the new plan, to voice their opinions
on various issues regarding the river environment as they
view it.
As part of the river management planning process,
mandated in the decision signed by Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture John Crowell in 1983, the USDA Forest Service
contracted with the Department of Resource Recreation and
Tourism at the University of Idaho to conduct two phases of
the river management planning process.

The first phase,

begun in 1988, was to survey river users who visit Hells
Canyon to obtain information regarding visitor perceptions.
The second phase was to use public involvement to develop a
33
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preferred alternative for the revised river recreation plan.
The purpose of the visitor study was to describe the
people who use the Snake River for recreation in the Hells
Canyon National Recreation Area, to describe how they use
the river, and to identify their management preferences and
perceptions of the river.

The target population was all

floaters and jet boaters who used the Snake River in the
HCNRA for recreation between April 15, 1988 and April 14,
1989.
The researchers divided this population of interest
into four primary subpopulations for sampling and analysis
purposes:

private jet boaters, commercial jet boat

passengers, private floaters, and commercial float
passengers.

A random sample was selected from names and

addresses obtained from visitor contact cards and self-issue
river trip permits.

Of the total of 1,927 people mailed a

questionnaire, 1,492 returned a questionnaire for a response
rate of 77 percent.
In the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)
section on "Purpose and Need" (for action), it is stated
that "the need for the proposed action is derived from
visitor use reports showing a 147% increase in visitor use
from 1979 to 1991" (USDA, 1994, p.S-1).

The Visitor Use

Study (the 1989 University of Idaho Hells Canyon Visitor
Profile and Recreation Use Study, [the Survey]), completed
in 1989, highlighted a concern that "the increase in
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recreation use in the river corridor was negatively
impacting visitors' recreation experiences” (USDA, 1994,
p.S-1).
Unfortunately however, as the basis for the entire
planning process for the Snake River, the survey had several
problems which were picked up on by both jet boaters and
environmentalists.

University of Oregon sociologist Dr.

Robert O'Brien has challenged the validity of questions
asked in the 1989 University of Idaho Study toward
determining direct user perceptions regarding jet boat
numbers.

In a January 30, 1993 letter to HCPC, Dr. O'Brien

noted that the Survey clearly establishes that powerboats
"present a major problem for many visitors [to the SWSR]."
However, "it is dismaying that no questions were asked [in
the Survey] about limiting the number of powerboats on the
river" (O'Brien, 30 January 1993).
Yet despite many visitors' concerns with jet boat
numbers, the FEIS and ROD cite the Survey as justification
for using mid to late 1980's jet boat levels, in that they
are allegedly "generally acceptable to most users."

The

FEIS states:
Nearly 75 percent of the individuals who responded to
the Survey stated that interactions with others outside
of their group had not affected their trip. Less than
25 percent of visitors perceived any minor or major
problems when they encountered other groups during
their trip. This would indicate that the level of use
at that time that determined the effects of social
encounters between users was still at a level that
enhanced the experience for the vast majority of users
(USDA, 1994, p.I-14;15).
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The FEIS continues with the statement that respondents
"heavily favored" guidelines for managing the river.

It

states that "80 percent of all types of river users" highly
support "maintenance of the existing experience...the high
positive response from the public to maintain the existing
experience was based on conditions on the river in 1988 and
indicate that the majority of users at that time considered
the quality of recreation experience to be high" (USDA,
1994, p.1-14;15).

These "assumptions," as they are

referenced in the FEIS, are the basis for rationalizing that
1988 conditions are "generally acceptable to most users."
However, the Survey findings are taken completely out
of context in making these assumptions.

First, the section

on interactions with others has nothing to do with numbers
of people or rivercraft.
encounters.

It deals exclusively with isolated

The Survey asked if "the actions of another

group or individual [not within their own party] had
negatively affected their trip" (University of Idaho,
hereafter referred to as UI, 1989, p.18).

The question was

exclusively behavior-oriented in context, as illustrated by
the indications of the negative interactions with others,
including "camp conflicts, rude people."
The noted support for "maintain[ing] the existing
experience" is far too general a question to draw specific
conclusions relating to use levels, or to support the
assumptions made.

The Survey researchers frankly convey
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this fact in the Survey, stating:

"it should be noted that

we did not specifically ask the individuals to define what
they felt the existing experience to be" (UI, 1989, p.24).
Obviously, the overall perception of the "river experience"
is far too broad among all the people surveyed to consider
it a mandate that present jet boat numbers are acceptable.
There is too much about Hells Canyon that is superlative
(i.e., its rapids, scenery, archaeology and history,
wildlife, starry nights, etc.) to expect that people would
want their general experience of the place to change.
The absence of specificity in the Survey questions
alone renders it invalid as a mandate for determining
acceptable jet boat use levels.
of the problem.

However, that is only part

There is no indication that, had the Survey

been conducted in 1976, for example, using the same
questions, that the results would not have been similar, or
even more supportive of "maintain[ing] the existing
experience."

Thus, if the same questions had been asked in

1976 and the same logic applied, the jet boat levels present
at that time could be validated as appropriate.

At the very

least, it cannot be assumed that any recreationist would
deem that the experience in 1976 should not be maintained
because there was not enough jet boat use, since Congress
was already calling for limits on jet boat use by that time.
Thus, the level of jet boat use in 1988 has no
connection to the results of the Survey either through the
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questions asked, or the time period in which they were
asked.

There is no control data with which to balance and

provide perspective for the 1988 Survey i.e., another
similar survey conducted at an earlier time.

However, the

issue becomes moot when considering a NWSRA Congressional
mandate that the "existing experience" present in 1975
should have been maintained.
Evidence that the Survey underestimates the
dissatisfaction of recreationists with jet boats is provided
by one of the authors of the Survey, Dr. Stewart Allen, in
his declaration before U.S. Magistrate Janice Stewart in
testimony for the Hells Canyon Preservation Council v.
Richmond litigation.

HCPC filed this lawsuit to compel

regulation of specific activities in the HCNRA, including
jet boat numbers.
Dr. Allen cited the Survey and its
illustration of the need for regulation

shortcomings as an
of jet boat use.

In

his declaration, he states that:
It should also be pointed out that this survey of
existing visitors may well understate the actual
problems and conflicts. The problem with a survey of
existing visitors is that one does not contact the
people who may have quit using the Snake River in
Hells Canyon due to such problems [caused by motorized
use].
It is difficult to estimate the size of floater
displacement that has already occurred, but the fact
that the limited space available for private float
trips is not used to capacity suggests that many
floaters have come to prefer other rivers. Permits for
private floating are much easier to obtain on the Snake
than on the other Idaho rivers administered under the
same permit application system (Stewart Allen
Declaration, p.6).
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His observation is borne out by review of the 1994 Four
Rivers Permit Application Statistics (for the Middle Fork
Salmon; Main Salmon; Selway; and Snake Rivers) compiled by
the Forest Service.

The "wild” designated section of the

Snake River is consistently the least requested river for
which private float permits are sought over the past five
years.

In 1994, a total of 41,573 permit applications were

received for all four of these rivers.

Only 4,070, or 9.8

percent, requested the Snake.
Only 821 out of a total of 10,823 permit applicants,
7.6 percent, requested the Snake as their first choice.

The

Salmon River is the second-least requested with only 13.7
percent of the first-choice preferences.
All of the river sections managed under the four-rivers
permit system are designated as "wild" under the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and all are mostly or wholly
bounded by, or contained within designated wilderness.

The

wild section of the Snake is in more pristine condition than
much of the Middle Fork, and most of the Main Salmon.

It

contains larger and more exciting rapids, and debatably
better fishing and wildlife viewing.

It is the floor of the

second deepest canyon in North America.

Yet it is least

preferred, and the Salmon is next least preferred among the
four rivers.

It is not difficult to ascertain the reason

for the Snake's relative lack of popularity.

Both the Snake

and Salmon Rivers are used extensively by jet boats, the
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Snake being the more heavily used by jet boats, whereas the
Middle Fork and Selway are completely non-motorized.
Based on this information, we can argue that the river
experience of the vast majority of floaters is impacted by
jet boats, and that more recreationists are disturbed by jet
boat use than is indicated by the Survey.

The use

allocation for jet boats on the SWSR should not be based
solely on the perceptions of the people who are visiting the
SWSR at a particular time.

This implies a static user

constituency whose opinions are more important than the rest
of the public, many of whom are apparently alienated by the
heavy motorization of the SWSR.
Despite problems with the Survey, it still points out
one important fact.

In considering the most direct question

in the Survey, the presence and impacts from jet boats, even
at mid to late 1980's levels, constituted the most noted
problems on the river among all recreationists, particularly
floaters, and were not "generally acceptable" to the vast
majority of that constituency (see below).
The presence of two distinct user constituencies is
vividly illustrated in the FEIS, and the PA via its specific
accommodations for each constituency.

The Survey found that

"approximately 90 percent of power boaters had not floated"
the SWSR and "90 percent of floaters" had not powerboated
(UI, 1989, p.7).

The Deciding Officer also states that "new

information available after the release of the FEIS also
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indicates that there are inherent conflicts between
different types of uses" (USDA, 21 October 1994, p.8).

This

new information was the 1994 HCNRA Public Opinion Poll.
The 1989 Survey respondents were asked to rank the
problems they encountered on the river.

"Powerboats on the

river" and "noise from powerboats" were by far the leading
vote-getters for the biggest "minor" and "major" problems
(among 14 problems noted) mentioned by all users, including
powerboaters.

A total of 48.4 percent of all river users

considered these to be "minor problems," (yet problems
nonetheless, as the respondents had the option of indicating
that these are "not a problem") while 27.3 percent
considered them to be "major problems."

The Survey

narrative for that section states that "floaters most
commonly reported problems referring to power boaters,
particularly the noise and the number of boats on the
river."

However, it goes on to state that answers to the

questions in that section of the Survey were not broken down
between floaters and jet boaters (UI, 1989, p.21).
Given that the non-motorized constituency comprised
approximately half of the respondents, more than half of
this constituency considers jet boats and their noise to be
major problems, while nearly all of them consider these to
be a problem of some magnitude.

Therefore, the ROD

statement that, based on the Survey, jet boat levels during
the mid to late 1980's are "generally acceptable to most
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users'* is unsubstantiated, since it makes no distinction
between the motorized and non-motorized user constituencies.
It implies that if jet boaters comprise the majority of
users, what is acceptable to them is acceptable to "most
users," and is therefore justified.

It also implies that if

jet boats are not a "major problem" to most users, that they
are acceptable.

The fact is that in 1988 jet boats were

noted as the number one problem on the SWSR based on the
only direct question
While obtaining

asked in the survey.
the views of those who enjoythe river

was an important first step within the context of a
transactive planning process, perhaps, in retrospect, some
aspects could have been done better.

An important point to

acknowledge is that there really are two distinct user
constituencies on the river,

motorized and nonmotorized,

and to lump these together as one voice was a mistake.
Before initiating any sort of planning process, an
understanding of actual on-the-river dynamics is vital.
Secondly, the point about including, or at least
acknowledging, the voices of those who have been displaced
from, or for some reason choose to avoid the Snake River
might have resulted in different conclusions.

And finally,

asking more specific

and directed questions might have

rendered the results

more useful. If I were to conduct

a

survey of river users on the Snake, I would probably consult
with local groups and organizations in order to get a feel
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for the types of questions to ask.

The Snake River in Hells

Canyon has very unique issues and concerns and these should
have been included in the survey questions.
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LIMITS OF ACCEPTABLE CHANGE PROCESS

John Friedmann's theory of transactive planning formed
the

basis

for

how

the

Limits

of Acceptable

Change

(LAC)

process was applied in the HCNRA. LAC was originally designed
as a tool to help land managers define desired land-based
wilderness conditions and then assist them in determining ways
to

maintain

or

achieve

these

conditions.

The

process

recognizes that some amount of change is going to occur, but
it attempts to establish relatively objective standards for
determining what resource and social conditions are acceptable
and

a

strategy

to

prevent

unacceptable

conditions

from

occurring.
It was

for the

second phase of the river management

planning process that the agency and the University of Idaho
decided to utilize the Limits of Acceptable Change planning
process and include a group of public citizens to assist in
the process.

LAC differs from traditional methods of

developing management plans by emphasizing actual, on the
ground conditions rather than arbitrary visitor use numbers.
A basic premise of LAC is that all human activities cause
impact;

therefore some change in conditions of the resource

is inevitable.

Thus, management plans should focus on

defining the desired conditions of the resource and the
acceptable effects of human activities on these resources.
44
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Building from that base LAC is used to define what is and is
not acceptable for the resource and social conditions.

The

process is then used to establish a strategy for preventing
unacceptable conditions from occurring (Hells Canyon Limits
of Acceptable Change Planning Task Force, hereafter referred
to as "Task Force", September 1991, p.5).
In his book. The Wild and Scenic Rivers of America, Tim
Palmer states:
In the future, agencies will likely pay more attention
to conflicts between different kinds of recreation and
place more importance on a consensus process.
Guidelines such as the federal agencies' "Limits of
Acceptable Change" will be employed, as was the case in
Hells Canyon in 1991 to address thorny conflicts
between motorized and nonmotorized boaters.
Unfortunately, this approach often slights
consideration of the ecosystem and its carrying
capacity. The ability of managers to deal with people,
disparate organizations, and agencies at all levels
without compromising stewardship and congressional
mandates for river conservation will be put to
difficult tests (Palmer, 1993, p.267).
Certainly, the Snake River planning process in Hells
Canyon has proven to be one of those difficult tests.
However, at the beginning of the process hopes were high
that with the information obtained from the Visitor Use
Study, a group of concerned citizens, along with Forest
Service personnel, could come together, voice their ideas
and concerns, and agree on a recommended recreation
management plan within the Limits of Acceptable Change
planning structure.
The group of citizens asked to participate in this
process were called the LAC Task Force and were selected to
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represent a wide range of interests.

The Task Force

consisted of ”22 individuals (plus alternate members)
representing powerboat and float boat interests, both
private and commercial, landowners, conservation groups,
community interests in Idaho, Oregon and Washington,
anglers, aircraft interests, concerned State and Federal
agencies and others" (Task Force, September 1991, p.3).
The four primary functions of the Task Force were:
1. To set direction for the LAC process, reviewing
proposed procedures and revising them as necessary.
2. To work through the steps of the LAC process and
attempt to reach consensus at key decision points.
3. To review and revise the work of the University [of
Idaho, the agency assigned the role of working with the
Task Force and preparing the Management Plan
recommendation] as it translates the Task Force's views
into a management plan recommendation.
4. To review the monitoring effort as needed once the
plan is enacted.
The Task Force's role was to "gather information,
develop ideas, and make recommendations to the Forest
Service" (Task Force, September 1991, p.4).

The nine LAC

steps they were to follow include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identify area concerns and issues
Define and describe opportunity class
Select indicators of resource and social conditions
Inventory resource and social conditions
Specify standards for resource and social indicators
Identify alternative opportunity class allocations
Identify management actions for each alternative
Evaluate and select an alternative
Implement actions and monitor conditions
The Task Force was then to decide what resource and

social conditions are acceptable for different sections of
the river, and then develop a preferred management
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recommendation containing actions to restore or maintain
those conditions.
As the Limits of Acceptable Change Recreation
Management Plan states,
Drafting management actions and reaching consensus was
an interactive process. The Task Force did not vote
but attempted to reach consensus at decision points.
The basic tool used for reaching consensus was a group
learning process where participants discussed all
angles of an idea among the membership and developed an
appreciation of the needs and views of
others.Members
worked to identify points of agreement
and builtupon
these. Points of disagreement were isolated and dealt
with in a positive and straightforward manner (Task
Force, September 1991, p.4).
The four levels of support are:
1) Can easily support the action;
2) Can support the action but it may not be a
preference;
3) Can support the action if minor changes are made;
4) Cannot support the action unless major changes are
made.
While this type of consensus building approach was
probably the only way to deal with so many different
interests, there were several problems with the process as
it was applied in Hells Canyon, and as it evolved over an 18
month period.

Some of these problems were purely procedural

in nature while others dealt with more substantive issues.
Of the latter there were basically two types, those problems
which were caused by how the LAC process was run, and those
which originated with the Forest Service's own lack of
vision.
The major procedural problem was that many of the Task
Force meetings were slated for the summertime when
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participants involved in outfitting and guiding could not
attend.

Granted it is next to impossible to get the same 22

people together at any one time, but many felt that this
poor scheduling, which affected key members of the Task
Force, damaged the consistency of the process.
This became particularly problematic when consensus was
sought on key issues, and certain members were not there to
participate or were present but didn't feel they could
register concern without a discussion with their
constituency.

As Marty Wilson, Director of the Portland

Chapter of the North West Rafters Association (NWRA), stated
in a letter to Area Ranger Ed Cole dated November 19, 1990:
It appears the LAC process is now at a point where very
definitive discussions are going to take place and
decisions are going to be made that directly affect
individual users and user groups. For these decisions
(the management plan) to be accepted and supported by
the American public, the Forest Service must assure
that NWRA, as representative of the national floating
public, has adequate time to review specific proposals
and respond to them.
One of the substantive concerns with

how the LAC

process was run is that it really

was not an

information/data gathering device

the way it was intended to

be.

is that at thebeginning

One example of this omission

of the process the University of Idaho facilitators, Lynn
McCoy and Ed Krumpe, stated they should gather a regional
inventory of white water river recreation opportunities to
provide a context for evaluating the Hells Canyon resource.
This regional comparison data, which should have been used
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in specifying standards and was seemingly easy to obtain,
was never presented to the Task Force.
Ric and I later compiled information on that very
topic.

We learned that in the Pacific Northwest there are

six rivers totalling 331 miles which provide a wilderness
experience.

There are thirteen rivers totalling 1,091 miles

where jet boating regularly occurs.

This probably is not a

complete accounting but it does illustrate that in terms of
river mileage, there is more opportunity to jet boat a river
in the Pacific Northwest than there is to obtain a
wilderness experience.
Ric Bailey of HCPC, in his minority report dated
September 10,1991, raised another concern regarding lack of
sufficient data:
Unfortunately, the LAC Task Force has been concerned
exclusively with recreation use and management, and not
with protecting and restoring the river environment.
In fact, certain kinds of recreation use and the number
of recreationists using Hells Canyon do impact the
river environment.
The only studies presented to the task force which
dealt with the effects of jet boats on the river were
limited to their effect on other recreationists. None
were presented that examined their environmental
effects;
for example: The beach erosion problem;
wildlife disturbance through noise levels and
harassment; fuel spills.
A viable decision on jet boat numbers cannot be reached
until the Task Force obtains information on their
effects on the river environment.
The LAC steps say they'll look at resource condition,
with the river being part of the resource, and yet the Task
Force did not look to see if jet boats have any special
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effect on the river resource.

Indeed, the Task Force's

inventory of resource and social conditions was essentially
limited to the 1989 Visitor Use Study.

They

failed to

address many jet boat related issues such as beach erosion,
impacts to salmon and other wildlife, or to come up with a
real vision for what a healthy Snake River Ecosystem should
include and not include.
This issue gets back to Tim Palmer's concern that
consensus processes like LAC tend to minimize the importance
of ecosystem concerns.

As biologist Frank Craighead stated

back in 1950, "A data bank on our rivers is important
because there's a tendency for each generation to be
satisfied, unaware of what has changed."

To allow the Hells

Canyon stretch of the Snake River to turn into a purely
recreational river would be to lose one of North America's
truly unique and special treasures.
Yet another substantive problem with the LAC process as
it was applied on the Snake was that there seemed to be a
failure to consider some of the unique qualities of the
Hells Canyon experience.

The LAC process was developed

initially to "prevent degradation" of wilderness lands,
where there is no motorized use and visitors have the
ability to disperse.

One example of the potential use of

the LAC process is an early study in the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area which found that:
An average of 80 percent of ground cover vegetation was
destroyed at campsites in a single season even under
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relatively light levels of use. Deteriorating quality
of the recreation experience was assumed, though the
empirical basis for such a relationship was limited.
And experience had shown that increasing recreation use
was met with more intensive management control. The
critical question remained — how much change should be
allowed? (Manning, p.43)
Usually LAC is used to deal with issues such as
overused campsites and trails, and perceived crowding.
However, in Hells Canyon we are dealing with a narrow river
canyon where the conflict isn't over crowding per se, but
rather between two very different user groups (motorized and
non-motorized) who, at their present numbers, cannot spread
out so as to avoid each others type of use.

The importance

of these aspects were never really figured into the process.
In fact, perhaps one of the most important aspects of
the recreation conflict was never really examined:

the type

of use being discussed (jet boats) should have been the main
focus, not the amount of use.

Clark and stankey (1979), in

The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum: A Framework for
Planning, Management and Research, address this point.

They

note that density does not equal the potential for contact
with people.

Lucas (1964) found that "canoeists in the

Boundary Water Canoe Area thought that up to five encounters
per day with other canoeists was acceptable, but even one
contact with a motorboat was not acceptable" (Clark,
December 1979, p.11).

This point is especially pertinent in

Hells Canyon; it is a narrow canyon and jet boats can travel
up and down the river.

Thus, one jet boat is not really
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equal to one raft.

Add this to the fact that on summer

weekends it isn't surprising to see up to 100 jet boats and
you clearly have a unique conflict.
As Lonnie Hutson,

a river guide, stated;

This is a wild canyon, and now and then it's good to
not hear motors. We have a lot of people who say,
"Let's leave the rest of civilization behind — it's so
unavoidable everywhere else." To them, the powerboats
are an annoyance. At one time there can be several
hundred people moving down this canyon, and you're not
aware of them because they're in front or behind you.
But two people in one jet boat go up and back,
encountering every other trip on the river.
Further, the
inconsistent with

number of jet boats on the wild section is
the Forest Service's Recreation

Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) setting for wild rivers.

ROS, a

planning framework, is a system for promoting recreational
diversity by classifying land based on the types of
recreational opportunities it offers (Hammitt, p.198).
According to the Forest Service's "Guidelines for River
Recreation Opportunities Management, the ROS designation for
wild river sections is primitive or semi-primitive/non
motorized.

Jet boats remain on the wild section of the

Snake because they are a traditional use which was validated
in the HCNRA Act.

However, this does not mean that their

presence is consistent with a wild river experience of
solitude and remoteness.
North West Rafters Association addressed this issue:
It is evident that at this time (use level) that the
designated Wild Section of the Snake requires use
restrictions put in place that would help restore the
sites and sounds that first caused this section to be
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designated wild.
As Clark and Stankey (1979) point out, it is not the
inconsistency of the action itself (the fact that there are
jet boats on a wild river) which may cause problems, but
rather the consequences of an inconsistency, "consequences
stemming from the lack of precise management objectives and
an explicit monitoring and evaluation process" (Clark,
December 1979, p.19).

The Forest Service, in waiting so

long to regulate jet boat use, is reacting to problems
instead of moving proactively to define a vision for the
Snake River in Hells Canyon.

As a result, "opportunities

can be lost and clientele disfranchised" (Clark, December
1979, p.20).

In other words, it is more than likely that

non-regulated jet boat use, especially in the wild section
of the Snake, has moved many floaters off the river
entirely.
Another concern of the LAC Task Force which arose due
to the Forest Service's lack of vision was the proposed
development of the Pittsburg Landing area.

I mentioned this

briefly at the beginning of the paper, and I will only
mention it now as it directly relates to the efforts of the
LAC Task Force.

Plans to develop the Pittsburg Landing area

were going on at the same time as the LAC Task Force was
meeting.

These plans (improved roads, campground, parking

lots, etc.) had many people worried:

"Clearly a hotspot of

jet boat activity, improved access to Pittsburgh will
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increase use as surely as more freeways carry more
commuters" (Palmer, 1991, p.208).
Others felt that the proposed development was in
keeping with a long term recreational plan for Hells Canyon.
"We're drawing a balance between developed and nondeveloped
opportunities, " Arthur Seamans, Snake River ranger,
explained.

But the only support Tim Palmer could discern

was from the chambers of commerce at Orangeville and Riggins
—

Idaho towns of 3,700 and 500

people at the

other endof

But the Forest Service was

overlooking a

veryimportant

point; while the LAC Task Force

was trying to

dealwith the

the road (Palmer, 1991, p.209),

issue of too much use on the river already, the Forest
Service was in the process of increasing that use by
"improving" Pittsburg Landing.

And amazingly, the Forest

Service's environmental statement for Pittsburg Landing did
not even consider increases in jet boat use on the Snake.
Studying Hells Canyon recreation, Stewart Allen of the
University of Idaho said, "While we're looking at problems
of overuse, the Forest Service is putting in facilities that
will increase use.

Development or the lack of it is a

relatively painless management strategy; the alternative is
regulation, regarded as an infringement on individual
freedom" (Palmer, 1991, p.209).

Through Pittsburg Landing,

the Forest Service was making the work of the Task Force
that much more difficult.
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Finally, the Forest Service itself has stated that if
they had the LAC process to do over again they would do one
major thing differently;

they would initiate the LAC

process concurrently with the NEPA process.

As Woody Fine,

Deputy Area Ranger for the HCNRA, explained to me, the LAC
process brings in the views of the regional and local
constituency, but not the national constituency whose views
come out in the NEPA process.

By running these processes

concurrently, the Forest Service doesn't leave behind any
interested party's views when developing their Proposed
Alternative (Woody Fine, pers. comm., 3 September 1996).
We see that the Recommended Preferred Alternative put
out by the Task Force was clearly not representative of the
constituency that wanted a nonmotorized period;

these views

came out in the NEPA scoping process and were addressed in
the Forest Service's PA.

Another example is that the Task

Force placed noise, crowding, and remoteness as a moderate
value, yet these were major issues in scoping.

Had the NEPA

and LAC processes occurred simultaneously there might not
have been quite such an uproar when the Forest Service came
out with the DEIS in which their Proposed Alternative
included a nonmotorized period.
Finally, it should be noted that the Task Force spent
nearly two years and 250 hours (18 meetings) on this
process.

Edwin E. Krumpe estimated the agency's cost of the

task force at roughly $30,000.

An article in the Lewiston
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Tribune noted that "the task force was a good deal for the
government if one considers and(sic) environmental impact
statement can cost $100,000 or $200,000.

As Ed Krumpe

stated in the same article, "It seems like a lot but it was
a bargain if you look at that" ("Hells Canyon Plan," 16
December 1991, p. 3A).

As of September 1996 the Forest

Service has spent in excess of $500,000 on this lengthy
process and still there is no new plan for the Snake Wild
and Scenic River.
As a way to bring the personal and the formal together,
the LAC process is a very useful tool.

As Deputy River

Ranger Woody Fine told me, when done in conjunction with the
NEPA process, as was done for the Imnaha and Wallowa Rivers
in the Hells Canyon area, it has proven very successful.
And perhaps if the problems with how LAC was applied in this
particular case, problems that are easy to notice in
hindsight, had been corrected, the outcome might have been
more useful for the ultimate river plan.

Certainly many of

the LAC participants felt that their efforts were wasted
when the finalized River Plan came out, but with such polar
opposite views regarding jet boats, there was probably no
way to ensure a smooth process.
I spoke with Ric Bailey about the LAC process, and he
told me that if he had it to do over again he would prepare
better, or not be involved at all.

He felt that as the LAC

process played out with regards to the Snake, it came down
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to '•dividing the pie amongst user groups."

In his view, the

process ignored the ecosystem concerns, as well as the
guiding principles of law.

Finally, Ric told me that if he

were to be involved again, he would have tried to build a
coalition of river advocacy groups to provide input into the
process.
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THE NEPA PROCESS

Following completion of the LAC Task Force's
Recommended Recreation Management Plan for the Snake River,
which proposed a cap on jet boat numbers but at a level
higher than the use numbers at the time, the Forest Service
initiated the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
process.

The first two stages of the planning process, the

Survey and the LAC Task Force, were actions the Forest
Service was not mandated to take, but which they thought
were important in terms of gaining input from, and sharing
information with various interested parties.

However, the

NEPA process is required when revising management plans and
has certain steps which must be followed in accordance with

law.
According to NEPA, the first step in the process is
termed scoping: "There shall be an early and open process
for determining the scope of issues to be addressed and for
identifying the significant issues related to a proposed
action."

initially, the Forest Service planned for the LAC

Task Force's Recommended Recreation Management Plan to be
the Preferred Alternative in the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) for the River plan.

However, it was during

public scoping on the proposed action that a new aspect of
the jet boat issue started taking center stage.

From

58
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September of 1992 through January of 1993, 430 letters were
sent to the Snake River ID Team as scoping comments to the
proposed action.
As with the LAC process, scoping allows those people in
the general public with an interest in the Snake River to
voice their concerns.

However, unlike the LAC Task Force,

these are people from all over the country.

Of the comments

received, 81.3 percent raised concerns about the existing
number of jet boats on the river, their noise, pollution,
and other effects.

Twenty four percent said that powerboats

ruin the experience sought by other recreationists.

And, in

addition, many wanted to see a nonmotorized period on the
wild section.

It was these comments that would put the

focus of the rest of the river management planning process
on the conflict over jet boat use and a nonmotorized period.
Let me back up a bit and state that HCPC's position has
always been a reduction in the number of jet boats, stricter
regulation of their use, and ultimately, no jet boats in the
wild section of the river.

Ric Bailey, as one of the

Conservation Representatives during the LAC process, held
firmly to his position, but because it was a consensus
process he could only really voice his dissent in a minority
report.

In that report, filed jointly with Ron Wise, the

other Conservation Representative, they advocate:
635 private powerboat permits are too many and should
be lowered by at least 30 percent. Use should be
evened out so that there are the same number of
launches each day. There should be no increase on
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weekends. Above Kirkwood we advocate one private
powerboat permit each day. This would make the
experience of the private powerboater a very special
one and it would greatly reduce powerboats in this most
wild and remote section of the river. This would
provide a high quality experience for everyone (Bailey,
10 September 1991).
However, with the start of the NEPA process, HCPC had
the opportunity to more firmly state its vision for the wild
and scenic Snake River.

Within the NEPA process, HCPC

believed that it had its best chance to influence the plan
by presenting facts and figures regarding jet boat impacts,
emphasizing cumulative impacts, and citing the Forest
Service's own studies and documents.

It would not have to

persuade a host of LAC representatives to support its
position which, with the jet boat representatives, was
impossible.

The Solitude Alternatives
As a first step, HCPC developed a comprehensive plan
for management of the Snake River called The Solitude
Alternatives.

The Solitude Alternatives were endorsed by

eighteen organizations including the National Wildlife
Federation, Pacific Rivers Council, National Parks and
Conservation Association, and River Network.

Also, HCPC

sent out an action alert to its membership requesting that
they write the Snake River ID Team and urge them to include
The Solitude Alternatives in the DEIS.

It was HCPC's hope

that the Forest Service would include, in the DEIS for the
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River plan, at least one of The Solitude Alternatives, SI
and 82.
In regard to jet boats, The Solitude Alternatives
outlined two plans for management.

Alternative 31 reserved

the upper 27 miles of the river for non-motorized use, while
limiting private and commercial jet boat launches in the
lower river.

Alternative 82 reserved the upper 42 miles of

the river for non-motorized use, and restricted jet boat use
in the lower section to limited numbers of commercial jet
boats.

The idea behind The Solitude Alternatives was to

restore the river ecosystem, which has been abused by
livestock and tainted by roads and modern developments,
while enabling recreationists to spend time in a wild,
quiet, pristine environment rather than a loud, high speed,
motorized atmosphere.

The entire text of The Solitude

Alternatives is included in Appendix E.
While neither of The Solitude Alternatives was included
in the DEIS, I do believe that submitting them during
scoping was an effective tool.

Because the Forest Service

is required to include all reasonable alternatives, they had
to address, in the DEIS, the issues raised in The Solitude
Alternatives.

Documents such as this one, in combination

with other scoping comments, are what convinced the Forest
Service to include a non-motorized period.

It was also

important for HCPC to put forth in writing their vision for
how the Snake Wild and Scenic River should be managed, since
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proactively coining up with a vision for management of the
area is what they were asking the Forest Service to do.

Draft Environmental Impact Statement
However, when the DEIS for the Wild and Scenic Snake
River Recreation Management Plan came out in November of
1993, neither of HCPC's alternatives were included.

It was

the Forest Service's claim that "several of the alternatives
considered for detailed study include a combination of
themes or resulting effects that are similar to this
alternative" (USDA, 1993, II-3).

For this reason, the

Forest Service felt it did not have to include The Solitude
Alternatives as such.

But while HCPC's alternatives were

omitted, the Forest Service also chose not to use the LAC
Task Force's recommended plan as their Preferred Alternative
(PA).

Instead, the ID Team came up with their own PA which

included a new provision based on the scoping comments:

a

system for alternating weeks of motorized and non-motorized
use in the Wild section during the regulated summer season.
While HCPC saw this as just a mild concession to those
wanting a true nonmotorized experience, the jet boat lobby
took this as an attack on their form of recreation.

It was

at this time that the jet boating interests got together and
formed the Hells Canyon Alliance (HCA) in order to "speak to
the Forest Service clearly and with a common voice about
management of the Snake River" (Hells Canyon Alliance,
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hereafter referred to as HCA, 6 December 1993).

For the

most part, HCA supported the recommendations of the LAC Task
Force, and in HCA's comments on the DEIS, they come down
hard on the Forest Service's new PA.

Hells Canyon Alliance
HCA wrote a 77 page critique of the DEIS.

I will try

to summarize their main arguments, especially those points
which were to remain the group's main issues throughout the
NEPA process;
1.)

Wilderness Setting

HCA felt that the Forest Service,

by implementing a non-motorized period, was managing Hells
Canyon as a wilderness area and not as a recreation area.
They urge that the Forest Service must manage the recreation
area to "maximize recreational opportunities," and it is
their belief that "the Forest Service, apparently at the
urging of certain local environmental groups, is undertaking
an effort to create a primitive, almost wilderness, setting
for recreational activities" (HCA, 6 December 93, p.7).
2.)

Boating Prohibitions

HCA holds that Congress, in

designating the HCNRA, did not intend to allow prohibitions
on boating on any stretch of the river for any period of
time.

They note that Congress did not say that boating is a

valid use only within portions of the recreation area, and
they argue that "if Congress intended to allow the Forest
Service to designate times or locations in which one form of
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boating is to be prohibited, it would have so provided, as
it did for hunting" (HCA, 6 December 93, p.10).
3.)

Recreation Experience

It is interesting to note that

both HCA and HCPC refer to a line in the Forest Management
Plan but interpret it in very different ways.

The line,

referring to management of the Snake River, states: "to
maintain recreation experiences available at the time the
area was established" (USDA, p.I-10).

HCA feels that this

means the Forest Service should increase the opportunities
to enjoy the river, while HCPC feels this means that the
recreation experience available at the time of designation,
when jet boat numbers were much lower, should be maintained.
4.)

Access

Another argument that HCA has played up in the

media involves access.

As HCA states, "the elderly, the

physically challenged, and the very young all frequent the
canyon but are unable to withstand the rigors of a multiday
float trip.

This is an argument which especially incenses

Ric Bailey of HCPC.

During the summer Ric does river trips

on the Snake for a commercial float outfitter, and he has
taken numerous elderly and physically challenged persons on
float trips.

Plus, as Ric says, even with a non-motorized

period there is still plenty of opportunity to enjoy a jet
boat ride through Hells Canyon for those who prefer that
mode of travel, or to fly in or drive in to the canyon.
5.)

Cumulative Actions

Both HCA and HCPC argue that the

Forest Service should have included in the DEIS an analysis
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Of the environmental impacts of other proposed actions which
are "connected actions" or "cumulative actions".

The main

points HCA raises are a) that the River Management Plan
should be revised in conjunction with the CMP revision; and
b) that "to limit the scope of the DEIS to the narrow Snake
River corridor makes no sense given the closely
interconnected environmental impacts that river and non
river management actions will have on the entire recreation
area" (HCA, 6 December 93, p.26).
6.)

Economics

HCA contends that the Forest Service has

inadequate information about the economic impacts of the PA.
They state

that boating on the Snake River

has become

a multi-million

in Hells Canyon

dollar industryand that

implementing the PA would "cripple that industry, further
injuring local economies that have not yet overcome the
effects of the timber crisis" (HCA, 6 December 93, p.45).
Finally, they state that implementing a nonmotorized period
would "put several float and powerboat outfitters out of
business" (HCA, 6 December 93, p.46).
numbers to

back up their claim.

HCA

does not cite any

See Appendix F for a

graphic representation of the percentage of Snake River Mile
Days that will be nonmotorized in the new plan.
7.)

User Conflicts

HCA voiced its opinion that "reliance

on the Idaho Study to conclude that user conflicts warrant
management changes is inappropriate" (HCA, 6 December 93,
p.30).

It has been HCA's contention all along that the
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majority of floaters and jet boaters get along.
8.)

Fisheries

HCA states that there is no scientific

evidence that jet boats harm salmon populations.

However,

they agree with HCPC that the Forest Service should conduct
fisheries studies specific to the conditions on the Snake
River.
9.)

Boating Safety

HCA argues that there is no evidence

that present jet boat use poses unreasonable safety risks.
They also make the point that the presence of jet boats on
the river allows quicker evacuations in the event of boating
accidents.

This is another point which HCPC would

continually dispute by noting that most accidents involve
jet boats, and that helicopters or jet boats can certainly
be used for such evacuations.

Hells Canyon Preservation Council
HCPC also raised many points in its critique of the
DEIS, points it would continue to voice and build upon as
the process continued:
1)

Jet Boat Numbers:

HCPC expressed a concern over the

lack of viability of using traditional numbers as the basis
for establishing jet boat levels, and the appropriate levels
that should be established based on pertinent use figures
and other considerations.

HCPC notes that the new plan

actually allows for an increase in jet boat numbers over the
highest yearly levels ever established.
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2)

Jet Boat Use Regulations:

HCPC recommends using

specific, enforceable regulations as required in Section
10(d) of the HCNRÀ Act, such as speed limits and no-wake
zones, instead of attempting to ensure safe use by promoting
etiquette.
3)

Recreation Use Conflicts/Public Desires:

HCPC

discussed the issue of general incompatibility between
motorized and non-motorized use, and that the desires of one
user constituency should not dominate those of another
regardless of any established or imagined majority.
4)

Jet Boats and Beach Erosion:

HCPC discussed the

impacts to vanishing sand bars as a result of jet boat
wakes, and proposes measures to eliminate this environmental
impact.
5)

Piecemeal Planning/Arbitrarily Limited DEIS scope:

HCPC discusses (a) the inappropriate segregation of the
Snake River corridor from the rest of the HCNRA in the DEIS,
(b)

the impropriety of developing a new river plan prior to

developing the announced new HCNRA plan, (c) limiting the
DEIS to recreation use analysis only, and (d) developing the
plan prior to promulgating special regulations.
6)

Cumulative Impacts:

HCPC discusses the effects the PA

would have in combination both with other non-recreational
activities in the river corridor, and with recreational and
other activities outside the river corridor that may impact
specific river ecosystem or recreation resources.
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7)

Salmon/Endangered Species Act:

HCPC raises serious

concerns over the PA's effects on salmonid species listed as
threatened and endangered, bringing to light studies on the
impacts of jet boats on these species.

This was the second

major research project I conducted for HCPC.

See Appendix G

for the entire text of my paper, Effects of Jet Boats on
Salmon Populations in the Snake River:

Documentation of

Studies Concerning Jet Boat Impacts.
8)

Hells Canyon National Recreation Area Act:

HCPC points

out the requirements of the Act, including protection of
atmospheric habitats and regulations for motorized water
craft.
9)

National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act:

HCPC notes that

the Act stipulates that "wild" designated rivers should be
primitive vestiges, and that the preferred alternative and
DEIS must ensure protection of outstandingly remarkable
values.
10)

The Solitude Alternatives:

Finally, HCPC argues that

The Solitude Alternatives should have been included in the
DEIS for analysis, and should be included in the FEIS as
viable alternatives.
I noticed one very important point when examining each
group's comments on the DEIS.

Unlike HCPC which is a small

non-profit working on many issues to protect Hells Canyon
for everyone, the Hells Canyon Alliance is an organization
focused on this one issue and with a good deal of money and
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political power behind it:

money from jet boat

manufacturing companies and power from the Chambers of
Commerce of many local communities including Lewiston, Idaho
and Clarkston, Washington, as well as from the fact that HCÀ
spokesperson Sandra Mitchell had been a staff person for
Idaho Senator Steve Symms.

While Ric Bailey basically

gathered information and wrote HCPC's comments on his own,
HCA was able to hire two attorneys to assist in the research
and writing of their comments.

Throughout this planning

process, HCPC has relied on its concern for, and knowledge
of the Hells Canyon ecosystem making a stronger statement
than HCA's money and political pull.

Final Environmental Impact Statement
HCPC did not add many comments when the FEIS came out
the following summer (July 1994), even though the Forest
Service made a major change concerning separation of
motorized and non-motorized use on the Snake.

Instead of

alternating weeks, the PA in the FEIS proposed a
nonmotorized period on the section of wild river between the
top of Wild Sheep Rapids and the upper landing at Kirkwood
Historic Ranch (21 miles of the 30 mile wild section), every
Monday through Wednesday of July and August.
HCPC comments on this alternative were not specific to
this change, but were focused on motorized use allocation in
general on the SWSR.

HCPC's main contention was that the
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process of determining use levels should be based on legal
and ecological considerations and desired social conditions.
What they saw instead in the PA was that the starting point
for the development of use allocation was the present use
levels that had evolved from the "indefensible allocation of
the past 18 years" (Bailey, 5 August 94, p.3).

Indeed, this

was to remain one of HCPC's main points throughout the
remainder of this process:
The levels that should serve as the "cap" should be the
number of launches that were established during the
time that a provision for the control of the number of
jet boats was first required, on December 31, 1975,
when the NRA Act was passed (Bailey, 5 August 94, p.5).
The remainder of HCPC's comments reiterated the
importance of considering cumulative impacts, as well as the
issue that the river plan revision should have been done in
conjunction with the Comprehensive Management Plan revision
process for Hells Canyon (only just getting started at that
time).

Thanks to the public participation aspect of the

NEPA process, both "sides" had been given the opportunity to
present their best arguments.

All that could be done now on

both sides of the jet boat issue was to wait for the Record
of Decision (ROD) to come out and start planning appeal
arguments.

Record of Decision and Appeal Process
When I first started working full time for HCPC in
September of 1994, Ric Bailey had sent in comments on the
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FEIS a month before and now was waiting for the ROD to be
issued.

Since Ric was out of the office during ray entire

first month, there were several issues that needed ray
attention:

attending hearings on eliminating domestic sheep

from Hells Canyon due to the Pasteurella virus they pass to
bighorn sheep, helping out students from the Universities of
Montana and Oregon doing Hells Canyon projects, and just
keeping up with phone calls and the mail.

But during any

free moments I was going through every bit of information I
could find on the river plan issue as preparation for
writing the inevitable appeal.
Finally, on October 21, 1994 the Record of Decision
Implementing the Preferred Alternative (from the FEIS) for
the Wild and Scenic Snake River Recreation Management Plan
(WSSRRMP) was released, and fingers started flying across
computer keys.

In fact, there were 31 appeals of the ROD,

most of them coming from the pro-jet boat constituency.
HCPC focused its appeal of the River Plan on one facet:
the use and number ofmotorized river craft.
HCPC raised five main

Specifically,

points which it felt it had the

evidence to back up via statistics and law;

1.

The PA's allocation for the number of jet boats allowed

to use the Snake Wild and Scenic River is arbitrary and
capricious and contrary to law.
*The NRA Act intended that jet boat numbers should be
limited in 1975.
The numbers established in that year
should serve as the "cap" for future use, not raid to
late 1980's levels as the PA proposes.
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*The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act's intent is to protect
natural river conditions, including wilderness values,
that existed at the time of designation in 1975.
*The jet boat use levels prescribed in the PA do not
reflect the levels claimed to be reflected, i.e. those
existing in the mid to late 1980's, and in fact
markedly exceed them.
*The assumption that mid to late 1980's jet boat levels
are appropriate to determine future levels because they
are "generally acceptable to most users," according to
the University of Idaho Visitor Study, is
unsubstantiated and untrue. The Study failed to ask
direct questions as to whether jet boat levels are
acceptable or unacceptable, underestimated the
dissatisfaction of recreationists with jet boats, and
yet still indicated that jet boats are the biggest
problem affecting recreationists.
*The "negative impact" alluded to in the FEIS due to
increased recreation use levels is caused by increased
jet boat use since float use has been capped since
1978.

2.

The PA illegally fails to regulate the use of jet boats

to ensure the protection of natural values and the safety of
recreationists.
*The system of "user etiquette" promoted in the PA is
inadequate and ineffective in terms of controlling the
use of jet boats.
♦Deference to state boating laws to control the use of
jet boats fails to note that these rules are vague,
insufficient, and are not specific to the Snake Wild
and Scenic River.
♦The PA fails to ensure compatibility of jet boating
with protection of the NRA's natural values.

3-

The PA fails to protect the primitive character and

wilderness values of the wild-designated river corridor and
the adjacent Hells Canyon Wilderness Area as required in the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, the Wilderness Act, and
the HCNRA Act.
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*The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act describes wild
designated rivers as "vestiges of primitive America."
Jet boats are incompatible with this definition.
*The wilderness values of the designated Hells Canyon
Wilderness Area are impaired by increased jet boat use
in the adjacent wild river corridor.
*The PA ignores that the HCNRA Act requires the
protection of wilderness values even outside designated
wilderness.

4.

The PA fails to ensure protection to species listed

under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) which inheüjit the
SWSR corridor.
*Jet boats directly disturb bald eagles, yet the PA
contains no provision to reduce or eliminate impacts.
*The FEIS does not adequately address the impacts of
jet boats on salmon species listed under the ESA. In
fact, the PA belittles and ignores actual impacts to
salmon caused by jet boats, proposes mitigation
measures to protect salmon which are unproven, optional
and experimental in nature, and sets out Desired Future
Conditions and monitoring plans which are deficient.

5.

The PA shows favoritism to jet boaters as the primary

users, providing them with special considerations and
denying equal opportunity among constituencies to experience
the river.
*The use allocation for jet boating and floating is
based on the existing allocation, in force in the HCNRA
since 1978, wherein jet boating is not capped, limited,
or constrained, but floating is.
♦Floaters must pay to enter a lottery to obtain a oneper-year permit, but jet boaters will be afforded a
more accommodating permit system, multiple
opportunities to run the river, and access to permits
year-round.
♦Float use is strictly capped during the primary use
season in the PA, yet jet boat use is only capped on
weekends.
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*Jet boats are accommodated with extra launches on
weekends, but floaters are not.
*The non-motorized river section will only be available
to two percent of float applicants, for an average of
only two days per trip.
*The days dedicated to non-motorized use, Monday
through Wednesday, were chosen to accommodate jet
boats.
*See Appendix H for a
ease the fears of jet

Forest Service flyer designedto
boaters.

I helped Ric Bailey write the fifty-six page appeal
which we submitted to the Forest Service on December 23,
1994.

The points we raised were important and were strongly

presented and articulated.

However, it seemed to be that

the facts of the situation

could no longer influence

process, and perhaps they never really had.

the

From here on

out, the way to get your point across was through politics
and lawyers.

The Forest Service
One of the options that the appellants of the river
plan had was whether or not they wanted to request a stay of
implementation of the river plan.

The requestor of a stay

is required to "provide a written justification of the need
for a stay, which at a minimum includes the following:

(ii)

Specific reasons why a stay should be granted in sufficient
detail to permit the Reviewing Officer to evaluate and rule
upon the stay request, including at a minimum, (A) The
harmful adverse effect(s) upon the requestor; (B) Harmful
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site-specific impacts or effects on resources in the area
affected by the activit(ies) to be stopped; and (C) How the
cited effects and impacts would prevent a meaningful
decision on the merits."
It is interesting to note that often environmental
groups use this provision as a way to stop agencies from
conducting what they view as destructive activities such as
logging and mining.

However, in this case it was not the

environmental organization which requested a stay, but
rather the jet boaters.

HCPC decided that although they

viewed the new plan as flawed, initiating it with its nonmotorized period was better than going through another
summer with the old plan.

But the jet boaters did not ever

want to see this new plan put into effect.
In this particular battle the jet boat lobby was the
victor, and on February 15, 1995, Deputy Regional Forester
Dick Ferraro granted a stay of implementation of the new
WSSRRMP.

In the news release, Ferraro states that "the stay

will allow me to address and resolve appeal issues before
any management changes take place."

The issues of

contention included possible economic harm, concerns over
access to private lands, and disputes over facts and figures
used in the development of the Plan.
According to Ferraro, the new plan would not go into
effect on the river until at least the end of the upcoming
summer regulated season.

This ruling came as a real shock
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to HCPC, and they suddenly realized that they had an
unexpected turn of events with which to contend, and they
had to act quickly.

HCPC began its efforts by trying to get

the stay overturned within the Forest Service hierarchy.
On February 23, 1995, HCPC sent out an action alert to
its membership requesting that they write a brief letter to
Regional Forester John Lowe asking him to reverse the
decision of Dick Ferraro to stay implementation of the new
river plan.

In the action alert, HCPC states:

According to reliable sources, Ferraro's decision was
motivated by intense pressure from the jet boat lobby
in the form of volumes of strongly worded letters, and
pressure applied by the Idaho Congressional delegation,
particularly Senator Larry Craig.
Throughout the NEPA process, HCA had been sending copies of
all its correspondence with the Forest Service to members of
the Idaho and Oregon Congressional delegations, including
Senator Larry Craig (ID) and Congressmen Helen Chenoweth
(ID) and Wes Cooley (OR).

In fact, HCA got several members

of the Idaho Congressional delegation to submit a letter to
Regional Forester John Lowe requesting the stay of
implementation.
As a staff person with HCPC at the time, I suddenly
felt that we were now forced to be reactive instead of
proactive.

HCA had set the new direction and we had a lot

of work to do if we were going to ensure a new plan for the
river in the summer of 1995.
In reviewing the appeal regulations, HCPC noticed that
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the Forest Service seemed to be in violation of several
appeal regulations.

HCPC decided that this would be one of

the avenues it would try to use to halt the stay of
implementation.

Even before the stay was granted, HCPC had

concerns over how the Forest Service was handling the appeal
process.

In a letter dated February 14, 1995, I asked John

Lowe why, as an appellant, HCPC had not received copies of
stay requests as appeal regulations at 36 CFR 217.10 states
we should.

In a follow up phone call, I was told that the

regional office would send us copies of the stay requests.
A few days later I received an empty envelope from the
regional office in Portland.

We did eventually get the

copies.
I continued to research the appeal regulations and once
the stay was granted, HCPC was quick to get action alerts
out to its membership, as well as float guides and
outfitters who float the Snake River in Hells Canyon,
requesting that they get letters in to John Lowe to reverse
the stay, and that they send copies of their letters to
Senator Mark Hatfield (OR) and Governor George Kitzhaber
(OR).

Further, HCPC sent a memo to Gary Kahn, a lawyer in

Portland who handles public land issues.

In that letter,

Ric Bailey outlined the appeal violations, wanting to know
if HCPC might have a legal case based on them.
HCPC's next step was to appeal directly to Regional
Forester John Lowe to urge him to overturn Deputy Regional
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Forester Dick Ferraro's stay decision.

During the last week

of February, 1995, Ric and I wrote up a letter stating the
violations of the appeal regulations, and got
representatives of 22 commercial outfitting businesses and
conservation organizations to sign on to the letter.

See

Appendix I for a copy of this letter.
HCPC also initiated its own political "campaign" to get
the stay reversed.

In letters to various members of the

Oregon Congressional delegation, HCPC played on the point
that the jet boat lobbying efforts had been Idaho-based, and
that it was time for Oregon to reassert its interest in this
national treasure.

(Former Senator Bob Packwood was

instrumental in getting Hells Canyon designated a National
Recreation Area.)

HCPC's efforts were rewarded with letters

to John Lowe from Oregon Representatives Elizabeth Furse,
Ron Wyden, and Peter DeFazio, as well as Bruce Vento (MN),
Chairman of the Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests and
Public Lands.

On the grounds that this process had already

been going on for eight years with extensive public
involvement, along with the fact that regulation is mandated
in the HCNRA Act, these Congressional Representatives urged
John Lowe to reverse the stay.
Ric Bailey and I also made a rather pointless attempt
to meet with staff people for three Idaho Congressional
members, Larry Craig, Dirk Kempthorne and Helen Chenoweth,
in order to discuss Hells canyon issues, specifically jet
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boating on the Snake.

While we weren't able to influence

any of them or get much information from them, the day in
Boise was not a complete loss.
head to head

That evening Ric got to go

with Sandra Mitchell, spokesperson for HCA, in

a debate over the

new river plan, broadcast live on the

local public television station.

Ric and Sandra are both

very effective speakers and while this debate probably did
not affect the outcome of anything, it was a good
opportunity for HCPC to get its views out to the potentially
more pro-jet
As John

boat Idaho public.
Lowe was making no move to reverse the stay

based on Congressional pressure, HCPC and Gary Kahn decided
to litigate.

And the first step which they felt was vital

to their case would not be an easy one to pull off.
Both HCPC and Gary Kahn recognized the importance of
getting the commercial float outfitters on the Snake River
to sign on to the suit.

Up until now the outfitters had

been fairly silent regarding the new plan because of their
desire to maintain a positive relationship with the Forest
Service, and with the jet boaters who they see on the river
all summer.

As a river guide, Ric Bailey recognized that

the outfitters did not want to antagonize anyone.
However, at this point even the float outfitters had
about had it with the continual delays of the new plan.

As

with the other interested groups, they too had been waiting
eight years for this plan; A plan which would affect their
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businesses, especially with the nonmotorized period.

And

even the Forest Service at the Wallowa-Whitman and HCNRA
levels was supportive of implementing the plan as soon as
possible.

As HCPC informed the outfitters in a memo dated

April 11, 1995, to have the float outfitters involved in the
suit would:
Directly address the argument the Forest Service has
used to rationalize the stay: That implementing the
new plan in 1995 would inconvenience commercial jet
boat operators. We could illustrate that commercial
jet boat operators are not the only ones who now have,
and who have had over the past 20 years, a direct
financial stake in whether or to what degree jet boat
use is regulated.
On May 10, 1995, HCPC along with seven commercial float
outfitting businesses filed suit against the Forest Service
in U.S. District Court.

The suit charged the Forest Service

with violating federal appeal regulations and the Hells
Canyon National Recreation Area Act, by staying
implementation of its proposed new river plan until after
the close of the 1995 summer recreation season.
Initially, HCPC felt optimistic about its chances of
getting an injunction, especially when told that a fairly
sympathetic judge. Judge Marsh, would be handling the case.
However, at the last minute the case was handed over to
Judge Panner, a definite liability as Ric Bailey phrased it,
and HCPC and the outfitters lost their request to implement
the plan in 1995.

Judge Panner was not easy on the Forest

Service by any means though, berating them for their
inability to get a new plan into effect with mandated
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regulations.

However, it came down to a practical issue:

the Forest Service simply was not prepared to implement the
new jet boat permit system and nonmotorized period that
summer.

Ric Bailey firmly believes that if the HCPC had

filed the injunction request even two months earlier the
outcome might have been different.
HCPC decided to continue to push things in the courts.
On January 19, 1996, HCPC, along with two commercial float
outfitters, wilderness Watch, National Organization of
Rivers, Rivers Council of Washington, American Whitewater
Affiliation and Northwest Rafters Association filed a second
lawsuit.

This lawsuit had a twofold purpose:

Forest Service to implement the river plan.

1) Force the
The agency has

failed for 20 years to implement legally required control of
the use and number of motorized rivercraft.

The delay of

the new plan for two consecutive summer seasons after its
approval is arbitrary and unjustified,

2) Challenge the

Forest Service's use of 1992 jet boat launch numbers as a
basis for numbers in the new plan.

Jet boat numbers were

required to be controlled in 1975.

The agency controlled

nonmotorized numbers in 1978.

It has illegally allowed jet

boat numbers to escalate, and now intends to lock those
numbers in.
Judge Redden responded to the first part of the lawsuit
on April 22, 1996 by requiring the Forest Service to
implement the new river plan no later than the summer of
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1997.

He also required the Forest Service to keep him

informed of the progress of the Wild and Scenic Snake River
Outfitter Environmental Assessment, (see below).

The second

part of the lawsuit is ongoing.
The NEPA process still is not over.

On July 19, 1995,

the regional Forest Service office in Portland issued its
response to the appeals.

Instead of an individual response

to each appellant, Richard Ferraro issued a consolidated
decision to address "interrelated issues within a broad
context."

While he agreed with the Forest Service's plan on

almost every front, there was one catch:
I find that the ROD and FEIS do not disclose the
consequences of how the decision affects the economic
viability of outfitter guides. The Forest Supervisor
must further analyze the site-specific effects of
allocation and operational limitations on individual
permits and then make a new decision relative to
commercial use (Ferraro, 19 July 95, p.3).
So, the Forest Service went through a Wild and Scenic
Snake River Outfitter Environmental Assessment (EA) process.
The decision notice on this EA only just came out on
September 11, 1996.

The main change made is that.

Commercial powerboat access will be prohibited for a
total of 21 days per year [instead of 24] in the
section of wild river between the top of Wild Sheep
Rapids and the upper landing at Kirkwood Historic
Ranch, Monday through Wednesday every other week, June
through August. This provides seven, three-day nonmotorized periods for 21 miles in the wild section
during the primary season (USDA, 11 September 96).
Other changes include reinstating one day float permits so
that one of the commercial jet boat outfitters can still
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provide jet backs, increasing the number of commercial jet
boat launches, and increasing the allowable maximum length
of jet boats.

These changes seem very arbitrary and

possibly out of the bounds of the Plan's standards
guidelines.

There are many people who believe that the

Forest Service made the changes in order to appease
political pressure.

The EA can still be appealed, but it

looks as though there may finally be a new river plan with
jet boat regulations in effect for the summer of 1997, ten
years after the revision process began, and 22 years after
the HCNRA Act mandated the control of the use and number of
motorized rivercraft.
As the NEPA process finally comes to an end, there is
bitterness on all sides.

Those who have been involved in

the public participation process from the beginning, i.e.
conservationists, outfitters and private citizens, feel that
much time and effort has been wasted and they mainly blame
the Forest Service.

Throughout the revision process, the

jet boaters have felt the Forest Service was in the back
pocket of the environmentalists because of the nonmotorized
period, while HCPC accused the Forest Service of playing to
the wants and desires of the jet boaters.
Also, it seemed as if the Forest Service had an idea
that it would not have to implement the plan in the summer
of 1995, due to appeals and lawsuits.

There was frustration

on the part of HCPC because the Forest Service had not
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prepared for the plan's new aspects:

a lottery system for

the jet boaters and arranging for the nonmotorized period.
Both jet boaters and floaters were confused about how things
would now work.

And certainly the Forest Service did err,

violating appeal regulations and not communicating well with
everyone involved.
But perhaps the most interesting aspect is how the
Forest Service seemed to lose control over the direction of
the process.

The media certainly seemed to prefer getting

interviews with Ric Bailey and Sandra Mitchell over someone
in the HCNRA office, and HCA finally went completely over
the heads of the Forest Service to try and ensure jet boat
use on the Snake River.
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THE JET BOAT BTT.T.

On August 21, 1995, Ric Bailey sent a memo to the Hells
Canyon Float Outfitters apprising them of the fact that
Judge Panner had denied the request for an injunction to get
the new river plan into effect that summer.
that memo Ric adds one final point:

At the end of

"Rumor has it that

Larry Craig is considering legislating a prohibition on jet
boat limits in Hells Canyon."

This proved to be no rumor.

As the final act in a long and bizarre drama this was
probably no surprise.

The jet boat lobby felt that the

public participation process and the Forest Service had let
them down.

If they couldn't ensure the protection of their

mode of recreation through the Forest Service, they would
attempt to do it through legislation via their friend in
Idaho, Senator Larry Craig.

The "Jet Boat Domination Bill"

as HCPC began to term it would accomplish the three primary
objectives sought by the jet boat lobby:
1)

"motorized...rivercraft shall be permitted access to,
and use of, the entire river within the recreation area
at all times during the year."
(Thus making it
impossible for the Forest Service to prohibit motorized
use of the River in any place or at any time.)

2)

"concurrent use of the river within the recreation area
by motorized and nonmotorized river craft shall not be
considered to be a conflict."
(A blatant untruth. Thus
making it impossible for the Forest Service to regulate
jet boat use to protect the safety and desired river
experience of non-motorized recreationists.)

3)

"use of both commercial and private motorized and
85
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nonmotorized river craft shall be allowed to continue
throughout each year at levels that are not less than
those occurring in an average of the three years
preceding the date of enactment of this subsection, and
in daily and seasonal use patterns is similar to those
experienced in those years..."
(The past three years
are those in which the highest recorded levels of jet
boat use have occurred. Thus, the bill effectively
locks in jet boat numbers that have built to
intolerable levels due to the absence of required
controls on numbers.
Ironically, since the nonmotorized use levels have been capped since 1978, the
provision for their use to continue at recent levels is
superfluous.)
See Appendix J for the entire text of s.1374 (H.R.2568).
HCPC's initial response to the Craig bill (in the House
the bill was introduced by Oregon Representative Wes Cooley)
was to put pressure on Oregon Senator Mark Hatfield and
Washington Senator Patty Murray to oppose, and help defeat
the bill.

If Hatfield opposed the bill it would not pass.

HCPC began a letter writing campaign via the HCPC
membership; the commercial float outfitters; and several
river and rafting groups including Pacific Rivers Council,
American Rivers, and Northwest Rafters Association.
Aside from specific aspects of the bill, there were two
important points which HCPC asked people to include in their
letters:

1) The Craig/Cooley Bill literally voids eight

years of planning and public involvement that has gone into
developing the current Forest Service plan for the river by
legislating away all provisions of the plan unacceptable to
motorized recreationists.

The bill represents insidious

micromanagement of a national treasure.

2) The bill

represents a terrible precedent by severely restricting the
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ability of a federal agency to limit the most impacting
recreational use (loud, high-speed, physically intimidating
motorized use) on a designated wild and scenic river.
The letters to Senator Hatfield on the bill were
getting the stock response,
Senator Craig introduced this legislation on
Wednesday, November 1,[1995], and the bill, S. 1374,
was referred to the Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources. As a member of this committee, I will take
an active interest in the disposition of Senator
Craig's legislation. As I study this legislation more
fully over the coming weeks, I will keep your views in
mind (Hatfield, 15 November 95).
Senator Murray did acknowledge her concerns regarding
motorized boats and increases in use in Hells Canyon.
Ric Bailey followed the letter campaign up with visits
to Congressional offices, and a media push.

The Seattle

Post-Intelligencer editorialized strongly against the bill,
calling its sponsors and co-sponsors "misguided."

Also,

HCPC got in a flood of letters to the editors of the
Spokane, Lewiston, and Boise papers, as well as The
Oregonian.
On March 25, 1996, a collection of eighteen
organizations and businesses wrote Senator Craig a letter
asking him to withdraw his bill, which they knew he would
not do, or at least schedule hearings and provide the
letter's signors with the opportunity to testify.
this occurred.

Part of

Hearings on the bill were set for April 30

in the House and May 2 in the Senate.

However, no float

advocates or conservation groups were invited to testify.
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Representative Wes Cooley invited Sandra Mitchell and Dick
Sherwin to testify.

Mr. Sherwin is the Executive Director

for River Access for Tomorrow (RAFT), the member group of
HCA that supposedly represents floaters.

HCPC worried that

Mr. Sherwin would be portrayed as representative of the
floater constituency, while the majority of floaters who
would like some relief from motorized traffic would be left
out.
While I had quit working full time for HCPC the
previous fall, I spent a week in Joseph helping Ric prepare
for the hearings.

It was his intention to go to Washington,

DC, along with two commercial float outfitters, and try to
submit testimony at the hearings [they were finally invited
to submit their testimony at the hearings].

I spent the

week sending action alerts to river advocates in key
Congressional states, as well as contacting river protection
groups, recreation groups and businesses in order to get
them to sign on in opposition to the legislation and submit
brief testimony to the Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee for inclusion in the Congressional record.
Float advocates got a bit lucky on the House side.
Representative Wes Cooley has not been taken very seriously
by many of his fellow Congressional members.

He has had

many allegations of wrongdoing brought against him in the
Oregon press, and just before the House hearings on the jet
boat bill he got in trouble for making unprofessional
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comments to a reporter for The Oregonian.
Here is how things stand now with the Craig/Cooley jet
boat bill.

The bill went nowhere in the House; Wes Cooley

could not even get it through committee as this
Congressional session wound down.

On the Senate side, Larry

Craig wanted to include s . 1374 in the Interior
Appropriations bill, but this was shot down.

Craig does not

have the votes in support of his bill though he claims it
will be a priority for next year.
The political maneuvering put forth by the jet boat
lobby in order to ensure that their form of recreation on
the Snake River continues to be unregulated has been quite
something to watch.

As Ric Bailey said to me once, going up

against the jet boaters has been worse than any of the
timber or grazing controversies in which he has been
involved.

While Ric often laughed at the absurdity of the

bill, HCPC threw everything it had into defeating it.

We

realized that if the bill passed, not only would it have
dire consequences for the Snake Wild and Scenic River, but
potentially set a terrible precedent for other designated
rivers.

The death of this bill is also testimony to the

strength of the coalition put together by HCPC.

These

groups represent thousands of people all over the country,
and to get their voices together in opposition to this bill,
via letters and phone calls, really did have an impact
within the Congressional process.
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on December 31, 1975, President Gerald Ford signed the
Hells Canyon National Recreation Area Act into law.

The Act

states that the Secretary of Agriculture shall promulgate a
special rule for a provision for the control of the use and
number of motorized and nonmotorized rivercraft.

The Forest

Service began regulating non-motorized rivercraft two years
later.

Twenty-one years later jet boats remain unregulated

and their numbers have skyrocketed.
The effort to revise the river recreation management
plan and finally regulate jet boats began almost ten years
ago, and this paper has attempted to present an examination
of the river planning process in terms of the successes and
failures of the public participation aspect.

The planning

process began with components that reflect John Friedmann's
theory of transactive planning:
the LAC Task Force.

The Visitor Use Study and

The Forest Service initiated these two

stages in the hopes of gaining experiential knowledge about
the river from those who would be most affected by the new
plan, and as a way to share technical knowledge with these
same people.
While HCPC did not feel that the LAC process was very
useful as applied on the Snake River, we did learn several
things about involvement in consensus processes in general.
One of the big problems in this situation was that the
90
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participants were coining into the LAC process with no real
idea about how it works or what to expect from it.

it would

have been to HCPC's advantage to have educated themselves,
before the task force meetings began, about what the LAC
process is designed to accomplish.

This knowledge could

have been obtained by speaking with other groups who have
been involved in similar processes, as well as reading about
cases where LAC has been employed, such as with the Bob
Marshall Wilderness Area.

This information could be shared

with the other participants so that everyone would have
known what to expect and demand from the process and from
the facilitators.
From the beginning the role of LAC versus the role of
NEPA needed to be defined better for everyone's sake.
Participants and facilitators should have gotten a
commitment from the Forest Service regarding the function of
the LAC outcome.

If Task Force participants had known that

their recommended plan would be altered after the NEPA
scoping phase, the process might have gone differently.
Such an up front commitment regarding the relative
importance of the LAC process would have enabled HCPC to
make a reasoned decision about whether or not to participate
in LAC.

This is important for small non-profits which need

to get the biggest impact for the time and effort put in. In
retrospect, HCPC's involvement in LAC had little impact,
whereas their input in the NEPA process was crucial for
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their effort.

The Forest Service should have decided how

much they were willing to invest in the outcome of LAC, and
then either commit to the process or not use it.
Also, most participants entered this LAC process with
rather set agendas regarding the issue of jet boats.

The

purpose of a consensus process like LAC is to go in with an
open mind, share experiences and values, and listen to
others.

If a group is not willing to remain open, but

rather intends to enter such a process with a closed,
hostile attitude, then perhaps it is best to skip processes
like LAC and wait to voice your opinions in the NEPA
process.

I do beleive that if an environmental group has

the resources, it should try to be actively involved in all
stages of such processes.

HCPC's frustration came from not

understanding or acknowledging LAC for what it is and
instead imposing upon it the structure of the NEPA process.
When the more formal NEPA process began, many of those
involved in the LAC process felt that the Forest Service
abandoned a transactive approach when it included a
nonmotorized period in the new plan.

It was at this point

in the process when the real divisions and mud slinging
began.
From the time that the Hells Canyon Alliance formed in
1993, they and HCPC have been going at it like two boxers,
verbally battling it out over how the Wild and Scenic Snake
River should best be managed.

And really, the heart of
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their argument is an old one:
regulation.

non-regulation vs.

HCA believes that regulation is not necessary,

while HCPC states that to regulate a less impacting
activity, floating, and not regulate a highly impacting
activity, jet boating, is pure insanity.
This issue has received incredible media coverage (I
have a folder packed full with press clips on the jet boat
controversy), no doubt aided by the fact that both Ric
Bailey and Sandra Mitchell are effective speakers; they both
believe strongly in their respective views although Ric
Bailey has told me that he wishes he had more strongly
attacked some of HCA's blatantly false arguments.

In the

media especially, HCA got away with many misleading
statements which HCPC could have contradicted.

By not doing

so, HCA's arguments appeared stronger and more accurate than
they really are.

The controversy between jet boaters and

floaters in Hells Canyon even made it into The Wall Street
Journal and on ABC World News Tonight with Peter Jennings.
Aside from strong media coverage, Ric Bailey also used
his position as a river guide on the Snake to take
influential people on river trips.

These included trips for

the media, as well as trips for foundation people who fund
HCPC's work.

These trips allowed people to experience the

canyon and jet boats first hand, and this was a very
powerful tool for HCPC.
The media, political and legal abilities of both
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organizations has definitely affected the process to revise
the river plan.

While HCPC had the stronger arguments based

on law and fairness, HCA was able to use its political pull
to influence the process.

And if not for HCPC's efforts,

such as submitting their management vision for the Snake via
The Solitude Alternatives, the nonmotorized period probably
would not exist.

The work of HCPC throughout this process

has also introduced many river organizations to the issues
of the Snake River in Hells Canyon.

Many more people and

groups now know and care about what happens to the Snake,
and this will definitely help HCPC's efforts in the future
to protect this wonderful and threatened river.
Ric Bailey and I both believe that bringing others into
this effort was one of the most important steps that HCPC
took in the whole process.

In fact, Ric wishes we had put

the coalition together much earlier, perhaps back at the LAC
stage.

This would have been beneficial for two reasons.

First, other river protection groups may have been involved
in processes such as LAC and could have shared ideas
regarding tactics.

Secondly, in organizing a coalition

early on, you begin to share knowledge and strategies, and
build a base of support that can be useful as the process
continues.
It is often inefficient and even harmful for
environmental groups to feel they have to work alone on
issues because they feel guilty about asking other busy
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groups for assistance, or because they feel sole ownership
of an issue.

HCPC learned that there are many people

throughout the Pacific Northwest and the nation who care
about the Snake River and Hells Canyon and are willing to
take some extra time to act on their concern.

When the

effort to protect the Snake River became an effort of many
(through the lawsuits and fighting the jet boat bill), and
not solely HCPC

and its members, there was a real feeling of

gained strength

and promise for the future of the Wild and

Scenic Snake River.
However, one of Ric Bailey's biggest disappointments
about the whole process was that other river advocacy groups
did not get involved in this issue in a big way on their
own.

As Ric sees it, the foundation money that these groups

receive goes to issues such as dams and fisheries, not
recreation issues.

Perhaps this will change in the future.

There are some regrets I have about how the river plan
revision process was carried out.
ecological concerns
River Ecosystem

One was the way the

regarding jet boat impacts to the Snake

got pushed to the back burner.

In a process

like this one, where the media, lawyers and politicians
become the prime tools in effecting change, the black and
white issues seem to be the ones that take prime position.
Perhaps if there had been a clear and illegal impact on
endangered salmon from jet boats, ecological impacts would
have been addressed.

But because jet boat impacts to beach
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erosion and wildlife are still so uncertain, these issues
were not touched.
Certainly it is true that arguing jet boat use based on
law, historical use, recreational conflict, and safety is
much easier than building a case around unproven ecological
harm.

Such a case would probably indicate that the best

solution for wildlife and plant life is no recreational use
at all, or if there is use then perhaps the difference
between some use and a lot of use is minimal from an
ecological perspective.

The nonmotorized period probably

will not make much difference to the salmon or the other
wildlife in the canyon: eagles, peregrine falcons, otters,
bighorn sheep.

It's a discouraging reality, but HCPC

certainly will not stop here in terms of protecting the
river corridor.
This leads into what I consider the other big failure
in this whole process; some of the actions of the Forest
Service harmed the whole process.

The Forest Service made

no real effort to determine the level of impact that jet
boats may be having on the river corridor ecology.

They

referred to other studies on other rivers, but their only
sight-specific study was a preliminary study of the impact
of jet boats on beach erosion.

On the Rogue River, the BLM

conducted an array of site specific studies on boating
safety, economics, visitor use, sound, erosion, salmon
populations, etc.

The Forest Service at the HCNRA claimed
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it couldn't afford such studies, and yet perhaps such
studies might have precluded some of the subsequent events,
such as the outfitter EA, which have caused the revision
process to already run up a bill of half a million dollars.
Also, the Forest Service's failure to consider
cumulative impacts in a thorough way was negligent.

There

are a number of recreation and resource management
activities proceeding in the HCNRA.

Management planning for

the river must take into consideration these adjacent
projects and their cumulative effects.

Rim, canyon, and

river projects being undertaken helter-skelter through EA's
implementing an outdated CMP are creating a motorized,
crowded, "zip-in, zip-out" recreational/industrial
playground.

The option of protecting a wild river and

canyon to which people have sustainable access, and can
experience solitude and silence, is not being given serious
consideration.
Finally, the Forest Service went to extra efforts to
try and appease the jet boaters, efforts which I feel were
rather unprofessional.

Many of the provisions of the new

plan were first revealed by the Forest Service to private
and commercial jet boaters at a special private meeting at
Sheep Creek in Hells Canyon on June 2, 1994, almost a month
before the plan was released to the public.

Also, the

Forest Service placed flyers at places like Pittsburg
Landing and Hells Canyon Creek that attempt to ease the
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worries of the jet boaters in regard to the new plan (See
Appendix H ) .
As things stand now, there will be a new plan in place
on the river for the summer of 1997.

It's not the plan HCPC

wants, but it is an improvement on the complete lack of jet
boat control that has gone on for over 20 years.

HCPC will

continue with the second part of their lawsuit, an attempt
to get jet boat numbers reduced to at least 1978 levels, the
year nonmotorized rivercraft numbers were controlled.

And

HCPC will continue to push for a ban on jet boats in the
wild section of the Snake River.
There are still many aspects to this process that are
yet to be completely played out as of the writing of this
paper.

Indeed, this may just be the beginning of an ongoing

and ever growing struggle over the validity of motorized use
on a wild river.

But HCPC feels it has had some real

successes that may influence this struggle down the road.
Certainly, HCPC's media push helped to nationalize the issue
of jet boating on the Snake River, and most of the national
media pieces favored HCPC's position.

Also, creating links

with other river conservation groups has definitely
bolstered HCPC's efforts to protect the Snake Wild and
Scenic River.

These groups can provide HCPC with new

perspectives and strategies, as well as giving HCPC's
arguments a larger, and nationwide, base of support.
As Tim Palmer states, one of the three main reasons for
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designating rivers under the National Wild & Scenic Rivers
Act is to better manage recreational uses of the rivers.

He

goes on to say however that "motors are banned from few
rivers, perhaps from none that are suitable for motorized
use" (Palmer, 263).

Finally, Tim Palmer told me that while

there are controversies over motorized boating on several
rivers, the Snake is certainly the worst.

So everyone

interested in the future of wild rivers should keep an eye
on what happens on the Snake River in Hells Canyon as HCPC
works to get jet boats off the wild section, while the jet
boat lobby works to ensure their continued presence on, and
domination of the entire river.
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RECORDED AND PROPOSED INCREASES IN JET BOAT U S E
OF THE SNAKE WILD AND SCENIC RIVER:
1975 TO 1994
This chart provides an illustration of the escalation
of jet boat use on the Snake Wild and Scenic River due to
the absence of limits on their numbers.
It shows that the
preferred alternative will allow an exponential increase in
jet boat numbers over the highest established annual levels
These figures represent the average combined number of
launches per day of both private and commercial jet boats
during the primary season on the entire river. The sources
for these figures are the Snake River Visitor Use Reports,
and the Wild and Scenic Snake River Recreation Management
Plan.
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CHRONOLOGICAL PRESENTATION OF PROCESS
TO REGULATE JET BOAT USE AND NUMBERS
ON SNAKE WILD AND SCENIC RIVER
1970

Special Use Permits issued for commercial jet boating
from Hells Canyon Dam.

1973

Special Use Permits issued for commercial {non
motorized) floating from Hells Canyon Dam. Trip
permits required for all float trips, both private and
commercial.

1975

Public Law 94-199 is signed into law establishing the
Hells Canyon National Recreation Area (HCNRA) and the
Snake Wild and Scenic River, requiring in part a
'^provision for the control of the use and number of
motorized and non-motorized rivercraft

1978

Interim management guidelines for the HCNRA take
effect.
Forest Service regulates the number of daily
launches allowed by non-motorized rivercraft at Hells
Canyon Dam on the Snake Wild and Scenic River.
Motorized rivercraft use is subject only to self-issue
permits.

1979

Commercial jet boating companies operating from
Pittsburg Landing and Lewiston/Clarkston are
identified, initiating the issuance of Special Use
Permits.

1981

Record of Decision on the Final Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for the HCNRA Comprehensive Management
Plan (CMP), which proposes control of the use and
number of motorized rivercraft is signed, but
implementation is delayed as the result of numerous
appeals.

1983

Final decision on appeals is rendered by the Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture. The ruling states that
control of motorized rivercraft use levels cannot
occur prior to the 1985 summer season. Control over
non-motorized launches remain.

1985

No process is initiated to control the use and number
of motorized rivercraft upon the expiration of the
198 3 directive of the Assistant Secretary. Controls
over non-motorized launches remain.

1987

Forest Service commissions the University of Idaho to
102
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conduct a survey to determine user perceptions on use
of the Snake Wild and Scenic River, but makes no move
to control the use and number of motorized rivercraft.
1989

University of Idaho publishes information obtained
from the user survey.
Forest Service announces its
intent to prepare a new river management plan for the
Snake Wild and Scenic River.
It convenes the Hells
Canyon Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) Task Force to
make recommendations for the new plan. The agency
states that the existing plan, wherein non-motorized
rivercraft are controlled and motorized rivercraft are
not, will remain in force until the new plan is in
place.

1991

LAC Task Force recommendations published in final
form. Forest Service announces initiation of the
National Environmental Policy Act process to write a
new Snake Wild and Scenic River plan, which will amend
the CMP.

1992

Public scoping meetings are held regarding the new
river plan. Control of the use and number of
motorized rivercraft is still absent while nonmotorized controls remain.

1993

(August) Forest Service finally releases a Draft EIS
for the new river plan. The plan proposes to control
the use and number of motorized rivercraft.

1994

(May) Forest Service releases the Final EIS for the
river plan for public review, which also proposes to
control the use and number of motorized rivercraft.

1994

(October) Forest Service releases Record of Decision
for river plan Final EIS.
Implementation of plan is
scheduled for January 1995. A second survey on user
perceptions is published.

1995

(February) Deputy Regional Forester Richard Ferarro
violates appeal regulations by delaying implementation
of the new plan until September 15, 1995, the date
after which seasonal regulations controlling the use
and number of motorized rivercraft in the new plan
would expire for the year.

1995

(July) Final decision on appeals of the river plan is
rendered. Regional Forester declares that the agency
must do a study to determine the impact of the plan on
commercial motorized rivercraft operators and that the
provisions of the plan that would control the use and
number of motorized rivercraft cannot be implemented
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until after the study is completed.
1995

(August) Hells Canyon National Recreation Area river
ranger states that the commercial motorized rivercraft
impact study may take more than a year to complete
which means the plan would not be implemented in 1996.

1996

(February) The Forest Service releases a scoping
notice for the commercial motorized rivercraft impact
study indicating that it will not be completed, and
controls on motorized rivercraft use will not be
implemented, until after the 1996 summer season.
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MEMBERS OP THE HELLS CANYON ALLIANCE
Adventures Afloat
Anderson River Adventures
Bentz Boats
Cougar Country Lodge, Inc.
Foundation for North American Wild Sheep
Hells Canyon Adventures II, Inc.
Hells Canyon Challenge, Inc.
Idaho Sportsmen's Coalition
Intermountain Excursions
Leo-Tek Manufacturing
Lewis-Clark Economic Development Association
Lewiston Chamber of Commerce
Mainstream Outdoor Adventures
Meyer's Outfitting
Northwest Powerboat Association
Northwest Timber Workers Resource Council
Peer's Snake River Rafting
Red Woods Outfitters
Riddle Marine
River Access For Tomorrow (RAFT)
River Adventures, Ltd.
River View Marina
Snake Dancer Excursions
Snake River Adventures
Snake River Outfitters
Steen's Wilderness Adventures
Welded Aluminum Boat Manufacturer's Association
Western Whitewater Association
Z & S Outfitters, Inc.
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THE SOLITUDE ALTERNATIVES
Citizens' Recommendations for Management
of the Snake Wild and Scenic River
in the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area
In Accordance With
The National wild and Scenic Rivers Act
and the
Hells Canyon National Recreation Area Act
DEVELOPED BY THE HELLS CANYON
PRESERVATION COUNCIL, FEBRUARY, 1993

FOREWORD

The following two alternatives for management of the
Snake Wild and Scenic River were developed by the Hells
Canyon Preservation Council (HCPC) in cooperation with its
members; local, regional, and national conservation
organizations; commercial float outfitters; private
floaters; and other recreationists.
The context and format in which these two alternatives
are placed are paramount to their effectiveness.

It is our

opinion that legally, and from the standpoints of viable
resource management, a new Snake River recreation management
plan must be a part of a new Environmental Impact Statement
and Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP) for the entire Hells
Canyon National Recreation Area (NRA).

The river plan

cannot stand on its own as if the river were separated from
the rest of Hells Canyon, or the rest of the NRA.
106
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Moreover, the entire CMP was supposed to have
undergone a "major revision” in 1990.

The entire plan is

therefore outdated and needs to be revised in its entirety,
not piecemeal.

Thus, we are presenting these

recommendations for a new Snake River Management Plan with
the legal understanding that they must be part of a new NRA
Comprehensive Management Plan.
The Solitude Alternatives concentrate on basic, onthe-ground issues and avoid intricate detail, for example,
enforcement; implementation process; monitoring; and
budgets.

Our aim is simply to provide a viable, general

vision for management of the Snake Wild and Scenic River in
accordance with the spirit and letter of the NRA and Wild
and Scenic Rivers Acts.
The Solitude Alternatives are designed to protect and
restore the canyon environment while regulating against
overuse.

Paramount in this endeavor is the limiting of use

to those traditional activities that do not harm the river
environment.

Any use that is detrimental to other uses (or

to the environment) must be regulated to guarantee enjoyment
on the part of all users.

Because a use has been

established does not automatically legitimize it, nor place
it as a priority over the shared goal of keeping the Hells
Canyon environment healthy and enjoyable for everyoneBoth of the alternatives presented in this plan
(denoted as ”S1” and ”S2") accomplish a precarious balance:
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To accommodate traditional river recreation, including jet
boat use, but to provide for those visitors who desire a
non-motorized experience in Hells Canyon, whether on the
river or on trails above it.
All other management for the Snake Wild and Scenic
River Corridor in these alternatives is designed to
accommodate existing uses; maintain a wild and clean,
uncrowded atmosphere; and protect and restore the river
ecosystem.

These directives are common to both

alternatives.

The only difference between them is their

directives for motorized use.

ALTERNATIVE SI
Introduction
Alternative SI accomplishes a viable compromise on a
difficult issue.

It dedicates the upper 27 miles of the

river (all of which is designated as a "wild" river under
the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act) to non-motorized
use.
The remaining 44 miles from Kirkwood Creek to Cache
Creek would remain open to motorized use, but jet boat
numbers would be limited.

Unlimited jet boat use would

remain available in the approximately 28 mile free-flowing
section of the Snake River from Cache Creek to near Asotin,
Washington, and in Hells Canyon on the Hells Canyon Dam
reservoir.
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Eighty six (86) percent of all private jet boat
launches during the 1992 High Use season remained in the
section of river below Kirkwood.
Alternative SI addresses the use allocation situation
by allocating specific river sections to the constituency
that uses them most.

It makes sense to dedicate to non-

motorized use the section of river that is by far the most
popular and most used by floaters, and the least used by jet
boaters.
Alternative SI (and S2) would regulate use of the
river differently in three different areas:

From Hells

Canyon Dam to Kirkwood Creek, from Kirkwood Creek to Getta
Creek, and Getta Creek to Cache Creek.
Kirkwood Creek and Getta Creek are logical points to
serve as regulated use zone boundaries.

Kirkwood Historic

Ranch is a popular stopping place for commercial and private
jet boats, the majority of which approach from downriver.
Near that point, the river loses its predominant wilderness
setting.

Kirkwood Creek is also only seven miles downstream

from the point (near Pine Bar) where the Snake River has
become literally a motorized corridor completely enclosed
within designated wilderness.
Getta Creek is the approximate area where, to someone
travelling downstream, the river corridor becomes comprised
of predominantly private land on the Idaho side, and begins
to show the presence of numerous ranches, fences, roads, and
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other structures on both sides.

The Copper Creek Resort on

the opposite side of the river from the mouth of Getta Creek
is a popular overnight spot for passengers of the canyon's
largest commercial jet boat operator, which also makes it a
logical boundary.

Definitions
*

The definition adopted by the Forest Service for

"Traditional Craft" is adopted in this alternative.
*

"High Use Season" is defined as the period between May 25

and September 15.

All other dates are considered "Low Use

Season."
*

"Qualifying commercial jet boat operations" are defined

as those existing permittees that carried more than 200
paying passengers during the 1991 High Use Season.
*

"Portals" are the roads and facilities at Hells Canyon

Creek, Pittsburg Landing, Dug Bar, and Cache Creek.
*

"River Corridor" is the Snake Wild and Scenic River

boundary and may refer to adjacent land or water.
*

"LAC Plan" is the draft river plan developed by the

Limits of Acceptable Change citizen's task force.

River Craft Régulâtion-Floaters
*

During the High Use season, float launches from Hells

Canyon Creek launch site will be limited to three private
and two commercial.

Launches from Pittsburg and Dug Bar
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will not be limited, and no launch limit will exist outside
the High Use season.

Float parties will be limited to 30

people year-round.
*

The Forest Service will monitor float launches from

Pittsburg and Dug Bar, and all launches during the Low Use
season.

If these float launches equal the number from Hells

Canyon Creek during the High Use season, regulations may be
applied.
*

Use

of any float craft not fitting the definition of

Traditional Craft is prohibited on the Snake river within
the NRA.
*

All

one-day float permits will be purchased by the

Forest Service and closed.
*

All

commercial and private float boats will be

required to affix a permit number that is visible to other
parties on the river, and on shore.
*

Floaters will be instructed to be courteous and

respect jet boaters and to yield the right of way to them in
still water by moving away from the main channel of the
river.
*

Each launch party is limited to a maximum of ten float

craft.

River Craft Regulation —
*

Jet Boats

From Hells Canyon Dam to Kirkwood f27 miles)
This section of the river corridor will be dedicated
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to non-motorized use year-round.

Private jet boat use is

prohibited upon implementation of the plan.
Commercial jet boat use in this section will be
limited to the Hells Canyon Creek permittee, for no more
than two full High Use seasons following implementation of
the plan.
Prior to the beginning of the third full High Use
season, all permits to operate from Hells Canyon Creek will
be closed.

The Forest Service will compensate the Hells

Canyon Creek permittee financially, and/or by awarding a
permit to operate below Kirkwood Creek
The Forest Service will purchase the lease for use of
the Sheep Creek facility and reserve it for use as an
administrative site.

The permittee will retain a commercial

jet boat operating permit for trips below Kirkwood Creek.
*

Commercial Jet Boats —

From Cache Creek to Kirkwood

Creek M 3 . 5 miles 1
During the High Use season, commercial jet boat use
will be limited to Qualifying jet boat permittees.

Non

qualifying permittee's permits will be modified to allow use
only during the Low Use season.
During the High Use season, a maximum of 10 commercial
jet boats per day will be allowed to enter the river
corridor, limited to Qualifying commercial jet permittees.
The Forest Service will develop a system for Qualifying
permittees to apply for those launches.

A maximum of five
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of these launches will be allowed to travel upstream from
Getta Creek, and/or launch from Pittsburg Landing.
Commercial operators will draw for permits to run above
Getta Creek.

During the Low-Use season, the same cap will

apply, but Non-Qualifying permittees will be included.
*

Private Jet Boats —

from Cache Creek to Kirkwood Creek

During the High Use season, a maximum of four private
jet boats per day will be allowed to enter the river
corridor by pre-obtained (not self-issue) permit.
be allowed entry from Cache Creek.

Four will

Two launches will be

allowed from either Pittsburg Landing or Dug Bar.

The

permit holder will have a choice of which site to launch
from.
During the High Use season, a maximum of three private
jet boats will be allowed between Getta Creek and Kirkwood
Creek.

The private jet boats allowed above Getta Creek will

be the two launches from Pittsburg or Dug Bar, and one of
the four entering from Cache Creek.
During the Low-Use season, the same cap will apply.
*

All commercial and private jet boats operating in the

Wild and Scenic corridor are limited in length to 44 feet,
width to 13 feet, and height to single deck designs with
canopy.
*

Jet boats will be encouraged to avoid contact with

floaters and slow down to idle speed when approaching float
boats, whether they are travelling on the river or moored at
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shore.

The Forest Service will prohibit "re-runs" (running

repeatedly

up anddown rapids).

Jet boaters will be

encouraged

to minimize contact with floaters.

Floaterswill

have the right of way in moving water.
*

All commercial and private jet boats will be required

to affix a

permit number that is visible to other parties

the river,

and on shore.

*

on

The Forest Service will initiate a study to provide

guidelines for regulation of jet boat noise and fuel
leakage.

Upon obtaining information on best available

technology for reducing or eliminating noise and fuel
leakage, regulations will be implemented requiring such
technologies as a prerequisite for obtaining a permit.

All

commercial jet boats will be required to have or install
such technologies within one year of completion of the
study, private jet boats within two years.

The study will

be completed within one year of implementation of the plan.
Noise and fuel leakage control technologies will be reviewed
for upgrading of requirements every three years.
*

Within one year of implementation of the plan, the

Forest Service will initiate a study to determine the
effects of jet boats on beaches.

Upon its completion,

measures will be adopted to eliminate any beach erosion
caused by jet boats.
*

All jet boat fueling sources or other fuel storage

will be eliminated within the entire Wild and Scenic River
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corridor.
*

Administrative use of jet boats will be allowed to

Kirkwood Creek.

Use above Kirkwood Creek by the Forest

Service or other federal or state agencies for necessary
tasks will require the prior approval of the Area Ranger or
Forest Supervisor.
*

Use of any motorized craft not fitting the definition

of Traditional Craft is prohibited on the Snake River within
the NRA.

Aircraft. Land Vehicle, and Road Use
*

Aircraft landings will be permitted only at portal

airstrips (i.e. Pittsburg, Dug Bar, Cache Creek).

Landings

will be limited to no more than three private aircraft per
day during the High Use season.

A pre-obtained permit will

be required prior to landings.
*

No permits for commercial aircraft landings

issued for airstrips within the river corridor.

will be
No

commercial (sightseeing) aircraft will be permitted to land
in the canyon except in emergency situations.
*

All aircraft will be prohibited from flying

below the

west rim except permit-holding private aircraft that are
taking off or landing at portal airstrips.
*

Float plane landings will not be allowed in

the entire

river corridor at any time.
*

Off road vehicles, dirt bikes, and all terrain
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vehicles will not be allowed to operate in the river
corridor at any time.
*

Motor vehicles travelling to portals will remain in

designated roadways, parking areas, launch ramps, or camping
areas.
*

Public travel will not be allowed on the Cache Creek

or Jim Creek roads.
*

Motor vehicle use on private land will be limited to

that required for traditional activities associated with the
property, and within the constraints of the NRA Act and Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act.

No launch of any water craft will be

permitted from private land or non-designated access points
or portals.
*

No road construction will occur anywhere within the

river corridor during the life of the plan.

Road

improvement will be limited to those existing roads at
portals which are necessary to provide access to existing
camp areas, parking areas, and launch sites.
*

Kirkwood Road will be allowed to deteriorate

naturally.
undertaken.

No maintenance or improvements will be
Kirkwood Road will be physically closed at

least one mile above the Wilson Ranch.

Portals. Facilities, and Trails
*

Pittsburg —

Pittsburg road will not be improved, but

will be maintained in the condition and surface achieved
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after ongoing work is completed.

All spur roads will be

physically closed and/or obliterated except the main road
that leads to the launch ramp at the lower landing, and the
road to Circle

C Ranch.

The road

to the upper landing near Circle C Ranch will

be closed, and

a small (maximum 15 unit), levelII or

II

campground and

trailhead will be constructed near the Ranch.

Developed trail access will not be provided to any
archaeological sites.
The parking area at the launch ramp will be improved
as planned.
The Circle C Ranch House will be managed as a historic
site, and used for necessary administrative purposes.
*

Dug Bar —

The Dug Bar Road will undergo surface

improvements only, not paving or realignment.
A small (maximum 15 unit), level II or III campground
will be constructed near the existing campsites at the north
end of Dug Bar.

Toilet facilities such as those at Kirkwood

will be improved.
The ranch structures will be reserved as an
administrative site during the High Use season.

Livestock

and livestock permittee use will be phased out within two
full grazing seasons after implementation of the plan.
*

Cache Creek —

No new facilities will be constructed.

Existing facilities will be improved as needed.

Structures

and equipment not qualifying as historic sites or artifacts
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will be removed.
*

Hells Canvon Creek —

After ongoing construction,

facilities will be maintained as they are.

Both the slide

and the concrete ramp will be maintained for floater use to
alleviate crowding at the put-in.
Road improvements from Hells Canyon dam to the launch
site will be undertaken as planned.
*

All developments in the river corridor will be limited

to the improvement of existing facilities and maintenance of
their rustic character, except as noted at Hells Canyon
Creek, Pittsburg, and Dug Bar.
*

All spur roads and ORV trails at portals will be

physically closed and/or obliterated.
*

Management of portals will stress accommodation and

maintenance of existing uses.

Increased use by traffic not

engaging in river travel will not be encouraged.
*

The Forest Service will not offer contracts for

concessions at portals.
*

Use of approved human waste carry-out systems will be

required for all river users year-round.

All pit toilets

will be eliminated as soon as receptacles for waste

carry

out system are in place at Pittsburg, Dug Bar, and Heller
Bar.

Such facilities will be provided within two years of

implementation of the plan.
*

The primitive character of all river camps will be

maintained.

Modern accommodations and facilities such as
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picnic tables, trash receptacles, fire rings, and toilets
will not be provided (except at portals).

Those that are

present will be removed.
*

All campsites and trails will be maintained as in

designated wilderness, foregoing hazard tree falling and
other modern improvements such as gabions (rock-filled wire
mesh), sculpted rock structures, and finished lumber.
*

Camps will be closed as needed due to unacceptable

vegetation loss or other use damage.

When necessary, camps

will revegetated with native vegetation only.
*

All navigation markers will be immediately removed

upon implementation of the plan.
*

All structures in the river corridor other than those

qualifying as historic sites per P.L. 94-199 (the Hells
Canyon NRA Act) or other statute, or in use, or planned for
use as an administrative site, will be removed or destroyed.
*

Trailhead signing identifiable from specific campsites

will be provided, and specific trails leading from the
following campsites will be improved:

Battle Creek Camp and

Trail; Upper and Lower Granite Camps and Little Granite
Trail; Saddle Creek Camp and Trail; Bernard Camp and Trail;
Sheep Creek Camp and Trail; Salt Creek Camp and Two Corral
and Temperance Creek Trails; Tryon Creek Camp and Trail.
*

A

trailhead at Eagle Bar and a trail segment from

Eagle Bar to the improved section of the Idaho side Snake
River trail will be constructed within three years.
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*

Federal purchase of the Heller Bar ramp and parking

area for use as a float and jet boat launch and disembark
site will receive priority.

Separate ramps will be provided

for jet boats and float craft within one year of purchase.

Education and Camping
*

A pre-launch orientation will be required at all

portals during the High Use season.
*

Orientation will include guidelines for disposal of

camp waste including trash systems, dishwater, urine, and
charcoal.

Fire pans will be required for all fires year-

round .
*

The importance of camp privacy will be stressed in the

orientation.

Observing and/or recording activities at

other's camps will be strongly discouraged.
*

Overnight stay limits for individual campsites will

apply only during the High Use season.

These limits will be

two nights between Hells Canyon Dam and Kirkwood Creek,
three nights between Kirkwood Creek and Getta Creek, and
four nights between Getta Creek and Cache Creek.
*

A camp reservation system will be implemented for

floaters during the High Use season between Hells Canyon
Creek and Kirkwood Bar Camp.

Private and commercial permit

holders will select camps the day of their permitted launch,
no earlier than 7:00 AM.

The river ranger will negotiate

any conflicts wherein specific parties want the same camp on
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the same day.
*

During the High Use season, the Forest Service will

encourage use of the following camps only for parties of
twelve or more:

Kirkwood Bar; Fish Trap; Tryon Creek; Bar

Creek; Robinson Gulch; China Bar; Geneva Bar; and Lower Jim
Creek.

There will be no reservation system below Kirkwood,

but parties of less than twelve will be advised of this
regulation.
*

Those wishing to camp at Salt Creek, Pine Bar, and

Geneva Bar (or any other camp that will accommodate two
parties) while a separate party is occupying the camp, must
first obtain permission from the party already established
at the site.
*

No gear will be left at unattended campsites overnight

except by parties that have remained in the river corridor,
and are hiking or camping within the corridor.
*

The use of "boom boxes" or other battery-powered noise

devices will be discouraged.
*

Discharge of firearms will be prohibited within the

Wild and Scenic River corridor for "recreational" purposes
(e.g., target practice) outside of hunting seasons and will
be limited to the purpose of hunting.

T.ivestock. Ecosystem Protection, and Private Land Use
*

All (5) vacant federal livestock allotments within the

Snake Wild and Scenic River corridor will be closed upon
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implementation of the plan.
*

Use of all (6) in-use livestock allotments in the

river corridor will be phased out, or modified to prevent
livestock and associated facilities and impacts within the
river corridor.
The Saddle Creek and Himmelwright allotments will be
modified to prevent cattle and range improvements in the
river corridor below Barton Heights.

The Temperance, Lone

Pine, and Pittsburg allotments will be closed after two full
grazing seasons as defined in the allotment management plan.
The Sheep Creek allotment will be closed immediately
upon implementation of the plan.
*

Upon closure of allotments, the Forest Service will

remove all ranching facilities not qualified for historic
status from all public land except those used for
administrative recreation management.
*

The Forest Service will remove all range improvements

from all allotment areas inside the river corridor within
two years of implementation of the plan.
*

No timber management or road building activities will

be conducted in any area that can be seen from within the
Snake Wild and Scenic River corridor.

This would involve

the following areas currently within the Dispersed
Recreation Timber Management Allocation in the NRA
Comprehensive Management Plan:

Upper Horse Creek; upper

Kirkwood, Kirby, and Corral (Idaho) Creeks; and the Lookout
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Mountain area,
*

Ecosystem restoration, including, but not limited to

native vegetation restoration will commence immediately upon
implementation of the plan.

Tributary streams within the

river corridor will be inventoried within one year of
implementation of the plan.

Restoration will commence

within one year after the completion of the inventory.
*

Within one year of implementation of the plan, contact

will be initiated with Idaho Power Company to pursue a joint
study to evaluate means of stabilizing flows from Hells
Canyon dam, and restoring beaches within the Snake Wild and
Scenic River corridor.
*

Use and development of private land will be regulated

in accordance with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the
NRA Act.

Submission of operating plans will be required of

private landowners prior to any major construction or
ground-disturbing activities.

Preparation of NEPA analysis

or impact statements will be required for any major activity
that is considered within the constraints of the above laws.
Other non-complying activities will be prohibited.
*

Public recreation use of roads on private land will be

disallowed within the Wild and Scenic River corridor.
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ALTERNATIVE S2
Introduction
Alternative S2 is identical to SI except for the
directive for motorized use of the canyon.

52 would limit

motorized use to commercial jet boating from Cache Creek to
Getta Creek.

This would accommodate those people who desire

a trip into the canyon, but are not physically or otherwise
able or willing to float, camp, hike, or travel by pack
stock.
A jet boat trip from Heller Bar to Getta Creek would
cover 37 miles of some of the Snake Wild and Scenic River's
most spectacular scenery.

It would allow access to many

historic and archaeological sites, the Canyon's finest
beaches, and several exciting rapids.
This plan would protect the upper 41 miles of the
canyon in a pristine setting with no obtrusion of modern
civilization except as allowed at Pittsburg Landing.
Private jet boating would remain a viable recreation
opportunity in Hells Canyon on the Hells Canyon reservoir,
an on free-flowing water, including rapids, on approximately
28 miles of river from near Asotin to Cache Creek.

River Craft Regulation —
*

Jet Boats

From Hells Canyon Dam to Getta Creek will be dedicated

to non-motorized use year-round.

Private jet boat use is

prohibited upon implementation of the plan.
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*

Commercial jet boat use in this section will be

limited to the Hells Canyon Creek permittee, for no more
than two full High Use seasons following implementation of
the plan.
*

Prior to the beginning of the third full High Use

season, all permits to operate from Hells Canyon Creek will
be closed.

The Forest Service will compensate the Hells

Canyon Creek permittee financially, and/or by awarding a
permit to operate below Getta Creek.
*

The Forest Service will purchase the lease for use of

the Sheep Creek facility and reserve it for use as an
administrative site.

Access to Kirby Creek Resort will be

limited to non-motorized access.

Both permittees will

retain commercial jet boat operating permits for trips
between Cache Creek and Getta Creek.
*

From Cache Creek to Getta Creek will be limited to

commercial jet boat operations.

All commercial jet boats

will be allowed entry into the Wild and Scenic corridor
through Cache Creek only.
*

During the High Use season, a maximum of 10 commercial

jet boats per day will be allowed to enter the river
corridor, limited to Qualifying commercial jet boat
permittees.

The Forest Service will develop a system for

Qualifying permittees to apply for those launches.

During

the Low-Use season, the same cap will apply, but NonQualifying permittees will be included.
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*

All commercial jet boats operating in the Wild and

Scenic corridor are limited in length to 44 feet, width to
13 feet, and height to single deck designs with
*

canopy.

Jet boats will be required to avoid contact

with

floaters, and slow down to idle speed when approaching float
boats, whether the float boats are travelling on the river,
or moored at shore.

The Forest Service will prohibit "re

runs" (running repeatedly up and down rapids).

Jet boat

operators will be encouraged to minimize contact with
floaters.
*

The Forest Service

will initiate a study to provide

guidelines for regulation of jet boat noise and fuel
leakage.

Upon obtaining information on the best available

technology for reducing or eliminating noise and fuel
leakage, regulations will be implemented requiring such
technologies as a condition of commercial jet boat permits.
These technologies will be installed on all commercial boats
within one year of completion of the study and will be
reviewed for upgrading every three years.
*

The Forest service

theeffects of jet boats

will initiate a study to determine
on beaches.

Upon itscompletion,

measures will be adopted to eliminate any beach erosion
caused by jet boats.
*

All jet boat fueling sources or other fuel storage

within the entire Wild and Scenic River corridor will be
removed.
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MOTORIZED VS. NONMOTORIZED SNAKE RIVER MILE DAYS

Mo to r i zed

98.1%

N on - Mo t or iz e d

1. 9%

Mile D a y s in a year

Total mile days for the Wild and Scenic Snake River are
calculated as the num ber of miles of the river (71) x the
num ber of days in the year (365) = 25,915
Mile days for the non-motorized section are 21 miles x 24
days = 504
127
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EFFECTS OF JET BOATS ON SALMON POPULATIONS
TN THE SNAKE RIVER:
Documentation of Studies
Concerning Jet Boat Impacts
Marnie Criley
Department of Environmental Studies
The University of Montana
Missoula, MT
December 15, 199 3

INTRODUCTION
The Wild and Scenic Section of the Snake River in the
Hells Canyon National Recreation Area (HCNRA) is important
habitat for several species of listed salmon.

This is also

a popular area for recreation, particularly jet boating.
Jet boaters have been the subject of much discussion
concerning user conflict, and there are many studies and
articles about user conflicts between jet boats and
federally-listed salmon species which are trying to spawn
after having to work their way up river through eight dams
just to get to this part of the Snake,
While agencies worry a great deal about social-based
user conflicts, it would seem that more attention needs to
be given to the possible effects that jet boats may be
having on river ecosystems, especially when threatened or
endangered species are involved.

In the case of the Snake

River, there are several concerns which the Forest Service
128
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needs to look at individually, and consider as a whole.
These include:
1.)

The direct effects of jet boats travelling over salmon

spawning redds.
2.)

The direct effects of jet boats on spawning adult

salmon and on juvenile salmon (fingerlings).
3.)

Indirect effects on spawning habitat such as

sedimentation and bank erosion.
4.)

Possible impacts from jet boat noise on wildlife such

as bald eagles.

DEFINTTTQWS
1.)

Direct effects:

Spawning adults are directly affected

if their normal reproductive behavior is significantly
altered and they either spawn less successfully or fail to
spawn.

Developing eggs and larvae are directly affected if

their normal development is altered and mortality is
increased through injury or immediate death (Alaska
Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit (ACFWRU), June
1991, p.3).
2.)

Spawning redd:

A spawning redd is an area containing

several individual nests that salmon construct to hold their
eggs,

salmon prefer to lay their eggs in gravel beds with

some fine sediment for subsurface water permeability (for
egg support) and protection.

Usually this type of gravel

deposit can be found at the lower lip of a pool just above a
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riffle.

Salmon use their heads and tails to burrow an oval

depression in the river substrate.

The eggs are released

into this nest and then the female moves upstream and
burrows another nest.

The excavation material from the new

nest buries the first one approximately 20-60 cm below the
gravel surface (U.S. Department of the Interior, 1986, pp.45).
3.)

Homing:

Ability of salmon to return to the place they

were hatched in order to spawn.

There are "olfactory cues

that are specific for each location and are 'learned' by the
juvenile salmon" (U.S. Dept, of the Interior, 1986, p.4).
4.)

Alevins:

5.)

Fry:

Yolk-sac larvae.

Newborn salmon.

They start off hiding in gravel;

then they move to open shorelines, then to the stream
margin, and finally farther out from shore.
6.)

Smelt:

The stage when salmon are ready to head to the

ocean.
7.)

A specific salmon stock:

A species or subspecies

affiliated with a particular spawning ground.

In November

1991 the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) listed the
Snake River sockeye salmon as an endangered species, and in
May 1992 it listed the Snake River fall chinook and
spring/summer chinook as threatened species.
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BACKGROUND

Historically, spring/summer chinook spawned in
virtually all accessible and suitable habitat in the Snake
River upstream from its confluence with the Columbia River,
Fall Chinook used the main stem of the Snake River,
all the way up to Shoshone Falls in Idaho.

It is important

to note that historically the primary area utilized by fall
Chinook was upstream of the present location of Hells Canyon
Dam (NMFS, II-8-11, 1993).

It is this part of the Snake

River that is no longer accessible to salmon since they
can't migrate past the dam.

Presently they are limited to a

103 mile stretch between Lower Granite Dam and Hells Canyon
Dam.
In terms of numbers and abundance, the drop in salmon
populations has been astounding.

In the late 1800's,

approximately 1.5 million spring/summer chinook returned to
the Snake River each year to spawn.
reduced to around 10,000 today.

This number has been

In the 1940's, fall chinook

had returns of around 70-75,000 while in 1990 only 78 fish
returned to the Snake River to spawn.

Finally, Snake River

sockeye salmon are on the verge of extinction.

Only eight

returned to Redfish Lake to spawn in 1993 (NMFS, II-8-11,
1990) .
Currently, the Snake River spring/summer chinook use
the Snake River as a corridor to get to the Grande Ronde,
Iranaha and Salmon Rivers, as well as Sheep Creek and Granite
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Creek, in order to spawn in the streams where they were
hatched.
September.

Their spawning season is mid August —

mid

The eggs incubate in the redds until they hatch

the following spring.
After hatching, juvenile spring/summer chinook stay
around one year and use the Snake River as rearing habitat - this is important, because "chinook salmon juveniles
usually emigrate in the upper 2 meters of water in daylight"
(U.S. Dept, of the Interior, 1986, p.7).

This means that

they could be susceptible to impact from jet boats.
Fall Chinook spawn in the Snake River, preferring
lateral gravel beds (DEIS, IV-60).

According to the DEIS,

"the current known spawning range of the Snake River fall
Chinook is limited to approximately 103 miles of the Snake
River's main stem (from Hells Canyon Dam to the Lower
Granite reservoir) and the lower reaches of its major
tributaries including the Imnaha, Grande Ronde, Clearwater,
and Tucannon rivers" (DEIS, III-8).

Their spawning season

is from late October - early December and the eggs hatch the
following spring.

Juveniles migrate to the ocean in late

spring to early summer (Brad Smith, pers. comm., 26 October
1993).
Sockeye salmon only use the scenic section of the
Snake River as a migration corridor into the Salmon River to
spawn in Redfish Lake.
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These Snake River salmon species are of great
importance to the overall health of salmon in the region.

A

General Accounting Office (GAO) report from July 1992 stated
that "certain stocks of wild salmon are reaching critically
low levels, particularly those stocks whose spawning areas
are far upstream on the Snake River" (U.S. General
Accounting Office, 1992, p.11).

Salmon can not migrate past

Hells Canyon Dam, so the Wild and Scenic stretch is the
furthest upstream that they can get.
And from the same report, "fisheries experts believe
that wild salmon provide the genetic diversity necessary for
maintaining salmon runs in the Columbia River Basin and that
loss of genetic diversity may lead to a reduction in overall
production and greater vulnerability of salmon to
environmental change and disease" (U.S. GAO, 1992, p.11).

JET BOATS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON
RIVER SYSTEMS
Usually when threats to salmon populations are
discussed, the same issues come up time and again:

dams;

irrigation; flood control; poor logging, grazing and farming
practices; mining.

However, there is the possibility that

jet boats may also be negatively impacting salmon and their
habitat.
Jet boats are a form of power boat that can have
either an inboard or outboard engine.

What makes them so

troublesome to salmon and salmon habitat is that they are
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capable of hydrojet propulsion in which they take in water
through grilles in the underside

of the boat and expel it

through nozzles at the back of the boat.This type of
propulsion allows them to travel

in very shallow water (150

mm) at speeds of up to 50 mph.
In terms of jet boat use on the Snake River, the
preferred alternative in the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) for Snake River Management would have
alternating weeks for exclusive motorized or non-motorized
use.

However, this would only be in the upper 27 miles of

river (out of the entire 71 mile stretch of Wild and Scenic
River), and only during the regulated season which is just
the three months of summer.

Supposedly this is to "address

the significant issues of the protection of threatened and
endangered salmon, effects of recreation use regulation on
socio-economic conditions, managing for the intended
recreation experience, and minimizing onshore degradation"
(DEIS, 11-31).

However, the connection between the

significant issues and this particular solution is not made
clear.
During the motorized weeks there would be a daily
maximum of 24 private jet boats within the Wild section in
the regulated season with no limitation on private jet boat
use during the unregulated season.

The scenic section would

allow 10 jet boat launches per day on weekdays during the
regulated season and 20 per day on the weekends.

During the
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unregulated season there would be no limitation on use
(DEIS, 11-32).
As for commercial jet boats, a daily maximum of 12
trips with the Wild section as a destination would be
allowed during the regulated season.

There would be no

limitations on use during the unregulated season (DEIS, II32).

It is interesting to note that a maximum of 8

commercial jet boats would be allowed in the wild section
during what is supposed to be the exclusive non-motorized
week.

This means that during every week there would be at

least 8 jet boats on the river.
There are several potential ways in which jet boats
can impact river systems.

These include travelling directly

over spawning redds and killing salmon eggs, creating wakes
which can cause beach erosion and harm spawning redds, or
creating noise pollution which is potentially disturbing to
wintering bald eagle populations.

These will be discussed

in greater detail later in the paper, but it is important to
keep these effects in mind when examining the language of
the DEIS for Snake River Management.

DRAFT EIS FOR SNAKE RIVER
MANAGEMENT PIAN
As stated in the DEIS:
The protection of the diverse Snake River aquatic
resources is important to the continued existence of
these important species [anadromous fish]. Fisheries
is an outstandingly remarkable value of the Wild and
Scenic Snake River (DEIS, III-9).
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Protection is important, but the Forest Service at
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest seems content to leave a lot
of questions unanswered about the possible effects of
recreational activities on federally-listed salmon species.
These questions, from the DEIS, include:
What level of effect do powerboats, floatcraft, and
other recreational activities have on salmon pre
spawning (migration or courtship displays) and
spawning behaviors (redd building and egg laying)?
What level of effect do powerboats passing over or
near redds have on developing fall chinook salmon
embryo?
What level of effect do motor boat exhaust, oil and
fuel emissions have on chinook and sockeye fisheries?
The Forest Service response:
Current, available information is insufficient to
answer these questions. The issues must be considered
with professional judgement, which often can be
interpreted as subjective, and sometimes biased (DEIS,
IV-59).
They ask the right questions but their answers are
highly inadequate in light of the fact that these species
are getting closer and closer to extinction.

The Endangered

Species Act (ESA) demands use of the "best scientific and
commercial data available" (Emphasis added) in making any
agency decisions (more on the ESA later).
The DEIS comes up short again when it discusses
possible effects:
In general, direct and indirect effects are considered
to have a low probability of occurrence at this time.
However, considering the extremely low numbers of
salmon found within the wild and scenic corridor, the
magnitude of some negative effects could be very high
and potentially contribute to an irretrievable loss of
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the resources (DEIS, IV-61).
In light of this statement, Forest Service mitigation
measures (boater education and establishment of no-entry
zones where known fall chinook redds exist) seem deficient.
Will these measures really protect these rare species of
salmon?

What about

the protection of potential redd sites;

an issue not even addressed in the DEIS?

What will boater

education include and how will no-entry zones be enforced?
The recovery plans for the Florida Manatee include a
"Boaters Guide to Manatees," boat speed zones, no entry
sanctuaries, reserves, etc., but it emphasizes that
enforcement is critical (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
1990, p. 33).

Does the Forest Service at Wallowa-Whitman

really have the means for such enforcement?

STUDIES OF JET BOAT IMPACTS
Impacts to Salmon Populations
The only completed studies to date on the effects of
jet boats on salmon have focused on the direct impacts to
spawning redds when jet boats pass directly over them.

The

first of these was conducted by Sutherland and Ogle in New
Zealand in the early 1970's and was primarily a lab study.
The conclusion of this study was that "pressure waves
created by jet boats in shallow water were capable of
killing significant proportions (20-40%) of salmon eggs
incubating in the stream bed" (ACFWRU, June 1991, p.2).
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Some of these research techniques have come under scrutiny
recently, particularly the fact that the studies were
conducted in a lab setting as opposed to a natural setting.
The Alaska Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit
is conducting a study in American Creek in Katmai National
Park and Preserve which is similar to the New Zealand study,
but it is using field tests with artificial redds —

a

cylindrical container in which fertilized eggs are buried
beneath a gravel lining.

This makes the methods a bit more

"naturalistic” than those used in New Zealand.

The

preliminary findings of this study only address the direct
impact of a jet boat travelling right over a sockeye salmon
redd.
When jet boats pass over salmon redds, they create a
two part pressure wave.
positive pressure.

The first part is a downward or

The Alaska study concludes that "the

positive pressure in a jet boat wave may have little effect
on eggs because the gravel spaces are completely waterfilled and would render downward (positive) pressure
ineffective in causing gravel or water movement" (ACFWRU,
June 1993, p.9).

However, negative or upward pressure

creates turbulence and probably causes gravel movement which
could lead to "embryo mortality due to mechanical impact"
(ACFWRU, June 1993, p.9).
The preliminary findings of the Alaska study were that
observation after two passes of a jet boat (5 m long, 40-
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horsepower outboard engine, 0.5 metric ton) showed no signs
of embryo mortality.

However, two passes over six

consecutive days (a more realistic treatment that addresses
cumulative impacts) resulted in high mortality (75-100%) in
shallow water (13-21 cm).

It is important to note that some

of the jet boats which use the Snake River are much larger
and more powerful than the one used in this study; the
largest ones may have three engines with each engine at 300350 horsepower.

It would seem that a boat with this much

power would have a greater impact on salmon and habitat, but
this issue has not been addressed in jet boat studies to
date.
Another important observation from the Alaska study is
that the pressure waves did not become lessened (attenuate)
"with depth over the range of water and gravel depths
typically used by spawning sockeye salmon" (ACFWRU, March
1993, p.l).

These are the only findings to date from this

study.
Impacts on Sand Bar Erosion
Another area of concern which could be indirectly
affecting spawning salmon and which has only been addressed
superficially in the DEIS is the possible effects of jet
boat wakes on sand bar erosion.

As was stated in the

Proposal for the Alaska study, "sedimentation and bank
e r o s i o n . ..tend

to occur over protracted periods" (ACFWRU,

April 1992, p.3).

As such, it would seem that the three day
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study of wake impacts on sand bars in the Snake River was
quite inadequate.

And in fact, the hydrologists who

conducted the study have recommended a further two year
study to more fully evaluate jet boat impacts so that
management decisions concerning the Snake can be made with
more accuracy.
But even so, the Snake River study, "Effects of Boat
Wakes on Beaches —

Results, " did conclude that "movement

of sand occurs with a jet boat wake" (Stack, 1993, p.3).
And at both experiment locations, there were net decreases
of sand by the end of the day:

3.2 inches at Salt Creek Bar

and 6 inches at Fish Trap Bar (Stack, 1993, pp.2-3).
It is also very important to note that the places
where jet boat wakes seem to have the most impact on erosion
are also ideal places for salmon spawning redds.

According

to the study, "sand and gravel bars [where salmon prefer to
spawn] provide the most easily erodible source of sediment"
(Stack, 1993, p.4).

And in water depths of 3-6 inches, "one

wake can erode from 0.25 to 1.0 inch [of sand]" (Stack,
1993, p.3).

Even just the results of this preliminary study

present evidence that jet boats may be harming salmon
spawning habitat.
Another important conclusion from this study is that
the hydrologists were unable to determine where this eroded
sand deposits:

"It may be deposited elsewhere on the bar

(e.g., eddy current moves sand upstream on bar) or it may be
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transported downstream" (Stack, 1993, p.3).

This is

important because increases in fine sediment loads in stream
channels can negatively affect salmonid spawning areas.
Salmon need sediment for spawning, rearing their young, and
providing food, but when fine sediment particles are
deposited in the streambed, the result can be reduced redd
permeability which can "cause higher egg-to-fry mortality"
(Platts, et.al., 1979, p.l).
Finally, a study out of Australia titled "River Bank
Erosion by Boat Generated Waves on the Lower Gordon River,
Tasmania," was conducted in response to the fact that "in
the last decade the introduction of frequent trips by large
high speed tourist boats has caused sever and extensive
erosion to the previously stable banks of the Lower Gordon
River" (Von Krusenstierna, 1990).
The findings of this study were that above a maximum
wave height of about 12 inches, erosion rates increased
rapidly, whereas below about 4 inches erosion was
negligible.

Based on these results, the tourist boats were

limited to a top speed of 9 knots (9 nautical miles per
hour) and trip frequency was restricted.

Both the speed and

trip frequency restrictions significantly reduced erosion
rates (Von Krusenstierna, 1990).
Impacts of Wintering Bald Eagles
There have been at least two studies that have
examined the impact of jet boat noise on wintering bald
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eagles.

In a study entitled "Effects of recreational

activity on wintering bald eagles on the Skagit Wild and
Scenic River System, Washington," Stalmaster found that "the
lowest recorded eagle use correlated with high levels of
recreational activity" (Lindsay, 1992, p.6).
Powerboats were by far the most disturbing
recreational activity to the eagle population as
measured by a Sensitivity Index, a combination of
flushing response (whether the eagle flew away ornot)
and flight distance (the distance between the eagle
and the activity when flight ensued). In addition,
avoidance flight distances (distances flown to avoid
the activity) for eagles flushed off the ground were
highest for motorboat traffic (Lindsay, 1992, pp.6-7).
In a study entitled "Habits of bald eagles wintering
in northeastern Oregon," Frank Isaacs found that "as

many as

90%of bald eagles perched along the Wallowa and Grande
Ronde Rivers in Oregon flushed as float or jet boats
approached" (Lindsay, 1992, p.7).

Mr. Isaacs stated that

this was a cursory study from observations made while
travelling these rivers in canoe (Frank Isaacs, pers. comm.,
17 November 1993).

He concluded that "heavy boat traffic on

the Grande Ronde River in Oregon could drastically reduce
the value of the river for bald eagles (Lindsay, 1992, p.7).
Rogue River Studies
The Medford office of the Bureau of Land Management
(ELM) is in the process of revising the Recreation Area
Management Plan (RAMP) and Environmental Assessment (EA) for
the Grants Pass Resource Area, including the Hellgate
Recreation Section of the Rogue River.

As part of this
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process, several studies are being conducted:

a Rogue River

erosion/deposition study; Rogue River boating conflicts and
boating safety study; and an assessment of recreation
impacts and user perceptions.

The last is the only one that

has been completed.
1.)

Rogue River Erosion/Deposition Study.

Concern about

watercraft wave and wake action and associated turbulence
came up in the public comment period of the scoping process
as being of concern to citizens.

The public wants the BLM

to address the "possibility that boating activities
contribute to strearabank erosion, water turbidity, streambed
siltation, disturbance of bottom sediments, and adverse
effects on fish spawning habitat" (Cordes, 1992, p.l).

In

terms of methodology, the study plans to incorporate such
factors as speed, hull shape, and approach angle.

These

factors "contribute to the size and energy of an hull
generated wave" and "will help determine critical watercraft
operating conditions" (Cordes, 1992, p.10).

This study is

due to be completed in 1994.
2.)

Assessment of Recreation Impacts and User Perceptions.

This study was conducted to determine how visitors view
existing river conditions, which recreation opportunities
they feel are appropriate for the setting, and which
management strategies they are likely to support in the
future.

In the study it states that "management concerns on

the Rogue are similar to those experienced on other heavily
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used recreational rivers in the Northwest...[including] the
Snake River bordering OR and ID" (Shindler, 1993, p.5).

As

such, the Forest Service at Wallowa-Whitman should note some
of the conclusions from this study:
Management agencies are mandated to control ecological
impacts on designated rivers (p.9).
Few motorized boaters felt any ecological impacts were
present on the river, while floaters and anglers were
much more likely to perceive resource damage,
particularly the presence of trash, water pollution,
and erosion of the riverbank (p. 83).
Sound river planning requires that managers define
more specific desired conditions through management
objectives, and then take action to maintain or
achieve those conditions (p. 91).
Inventories and site monitoring are really the only
reliable methods for determining if changes to
ecological conditions have occurred (p.96).
Finally, "the majority of complaints [from nearby
landowners concerned about jet boats] seem to be over bank
erosion, noise, and possible disturbance of the fishery"
(p.98).

Shindler and Shelby make a very important statement

that all land management agencies must begin to heed —
"Linking public preferences with resource decisions
ultimately leads to management policies which the public
will adopt and support" (Shindler, 1993, p.81).

Clearly, it

is time for the Forest Service and other land agencies to
take seriously the public part of public land management.
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LEGAL ISSUES
Endangered Species Act
Even with all the uncertainties and questions involved
in this issue, the Endangered Species Act still clearly
demands a precautionary approach to protection of listed
species.

Any act which might harm a listed species or its

critical habitat needs to be closely examined for its
necessity and for alternatives according to this law.
16 1531(c) Policy:
l)...all Federal departments and
agencies shall seek to conserve endangered species
and threatened species and shall utilize their
authorities in furtherance of the purposes of this
chapter.
(Emphasis added.)
16 1532 Definitions:
(5)(A) The term "critical
habitat" for a threatened or endangered species means
— (i) the specific areas within the geographical area
occupied by the species...on which are found those
physical or biological features (I) essential to the
conservation of the species and (II) which may require
special management considerations or protection.
(Emphasis added.)
Ross Strach at National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) says critical habitat for Snake River salmon has not
been officially designated yet, but it will probably include
all perennial streams of the Snake excluding the Clearwater
for the spring/summer Chinook and all perennial streams

including the lower Clearwater for the fall Chinook (Ross
Strach, pers. comm., 4 November 1993).
16 1532 (19): The term "take" means to harass, harm,
pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, capture, or collect,
or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.
16 1536(a)(2): Each Federal agency shall, in
consultation with and with the assistance of the
Secretary [of the Interior], insure that any action
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authorized, funded, or carried out by such agency...is
not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of
any endangered species or threatened species or result
in the destruction or adverse modification of habitat
of such species...each agency shall use the best
scientific and commercial data available.
(Emphasis
added.)
Of equal importance to the Act itself are some of the
rulings that have been issued in regard to implementation of
the Act:
Tennessee Valiev Authority v. Hill (Tenn. 1978) "Plain
intent of Congress in enacting this chapter was to
halt and reverse trend towards species extinction,
whatever the cost." (Emphasis added.)
"Congress intended protection of endangered species to
be afforded highest of priorities."
North Slope Borough v. Andrus (1980) "Whereas the National
Environmental Policy Act, section 4321 et seq. of
Title 42, requires extensive inquiry into
environmental hazards, this chapter mandates
affirmative preservation of endangered life."
(Emphasis added.)
Carson - Truckee Water Conservancy District v. Watt (1982)
"...he [Secretary of the Interior] must bring such
species back from brink so that they may be removed
from protected class, and he must use all methods
necessary to do s o ." (Emphasis added.)
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
The Oregon Natural Resources Council (ONRC) and
landowner John McLaughlin have issued a Complaint for
Declaratory Judgment and Injunctive Relief against the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in relation to motorized
boat traffic.

The ONRC challenges actions by the BLM "to

issue special use permits to commercial motorized tour boat
(MTB) operators on the National Wild and Scenic designated
Rogue River...[in] the Hellgate Recreation Area."
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The ONRC claims the BLM's actions "adversely affect
the aesthetic and ecological interests of Plaintiff [John
McLaughlin] in that he is concerned about soil erosion on
the river banks, noise, pollution, endangerment of human
life, disruption of wildlife and its habitat and destruction
of river bank vegetation."
One part of this complaint is based on the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (16 U.S.C. Sections 1271
et.seq.).

It mandates that agencies "protect and enhance

the values which caused [the river] to be included in [the]
system."

Also, to "take such action...as may be necessary

to protect [the] river in accordance with the purposes of
[the Act]" ( 1283(a)).
This scenario sounds quite similar to that on the
Snake River in the HCNRA.

It is the above mentioned section

of the Rogue River where the jet boat study is being
conducted as part of plans to revise the Recreation Area
Management Plan.

It would seem that the Forest Service at

Wallowa-Whitman could be forced to conduct a similar study
on the Snake River (salmon, erosion, safety and social
attitudes studies) but include a precautionary approach to
force jet boats off the river until findings are complete.
Hells Canyon National Recreation Area Act

16 460gg-4.

Administration, protection, and development:

(3): Preservation, especially in the area generally
known as Hells Canyon, of all features and
peculiarities believed to be biologically unique
including, but not limited to, rare and endemic plant
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species, rare combinations of aquatic, terrestrial,
and atmospheric habitats, and the rare combinations of
outstanding and diverse ecosystems and parts of
ecosystems therewith.
(4): protection and maintenance of fish and wildlife
habitat.
Taken together, these two management objectives give
extra protection to the Snake River salmon species since
they are considered an outstandingly remarkable value.
16 460gg-7.

Rules and regulations:

(d) provision for the control of the use and number of
motorized and nonmotorized river craft. Provided,
That the use of such craft is hereby recognized as a
valid use of the Snake River within the recreation
area.
Jet boats were granted the right to use the Snake
River by the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area Act, but
the Forest Service does have the right to control this use.
And is a "valid" use an essential use?

When faced with

threatened salmon and salmon habitat, it would seem that the
Forest Service must reconsider jet how necessary it is to
have jet boats on the Snake River.

CONCLUSION
Salmon are rather particular about their spawning
sites.

As was stated in a 1979 Environmental Protection

Agency (ERA) report, salmon seem to select these sites
through "ocular selection of desirable sediment size
classes, a feel for the required surface water velocities to
drive the needed subsurface flows for the embryos and
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alevins, and a strong homing instinct that places them in an
area in which their young have a good chance to survive”
(Platts, 1979, p.2).

And we really have no idea about the

impact that jet boats may be having on these desired
conditions.
Even the "Draft Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan
Recommendations" states that "jetboat traffic in the summer
and autumn can disrupt spawning and rearing, as well as
damage redds or cause siltation at redds due to stirred-up
sediment" (NMFS, 1993, p.V-18).

It goes on to state that

"the USFWS, USFS, BLM, IDFG, and ODFW, should take any
necessary steps in cooperation with fishing and boating
organizations to protect populations of salmon and fall
Chinook from significant human impacts during critical
spawning and early rearing life stages" (NMFS, 1993, pp.V18,19) .
Indeed, there seems to be a lot of attention being
given to jet boat impacts.

The Alaska and Rogue River

studies are still going on and the ODFW has proposed a study
to examine jet boat impacts on juvenile salmonids.

The

study will look at several aspects of this issue:
Are juvenile salmonids stranded, injured or killed
during passage of a jet boat?
What is the relationship between wave height and
probability of stranding?
Does boat type and method of operation affect wave
height?
Does boat type affect the behavioral response of
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juvenile Chinook salmon?

Does boat type affect the habitat selected by juvenile
Chinook salmon?
This study is due to be completed in 1995 (ODFW, 1993,
pp.3-6).
The scientific information to date offers concrete
concern about jet boat impacts on salmon.

And because

Chinook and sockeye salmon species, which use the Snake
River for spawning and/or rearing young or as a travel
corridor, are protected under the Endangered Species Act,
this concern must be addressed before allowing jet boats to
run the Snake River.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As has been previously stated, the Wallowa-Whitman
National Forest Service (W-WNFS) has proposed some
recommendations for salmon protection in their DEIS for the
Snake River.

However, these recommendations are not

sufficient in light of the strong language of the Endangered
Species Act.
The FS proposes no-entry zones where known spawning
redds are located, but what if some potential redds sites
aren't even utilized because of jet boats?

And while no-

entry zones, sanctuaries and speed zones may be a good idea
when more facts are known about possible impacts, they will
only provide protection if they are enforced and one has to
question the ability of the W-WNFS to enforce such measures.
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In the Comprehensive Management Plan for the Wallowa-Whitman
National Forest (1984), the W-WNFS stated it would monitor
grazing, but no documented monitoring took place until 1993,
when the ESA forced them to provide biological monitoring
data on grazing.

In terms of instituting and enforcing

their own measures, this agency has fallen well short in the
past.
Because the Endangered Species Act does demand a
precautionary approach, the FS must do more than just
mitigate for known harm such as jet boats travelling
directly over redds.

While the studies discussed in this

report do indicate various negative impacts from jet boats,
there are many as yet unknown potential harms such as the
effect of jet boats on spawning behavior and the effect of
jet boats on juvenile salmon.

These can not simply be

ignored or mitigated away with "boater education."
Therefore, the following recommendations must be
considered and addressed by the W-WNFS;
1.)

Remove jet boats from the Snake River in all stretches

of suitable salmon spawning and rearing habitat until
studies are done that show no impact.
2.)

A more thorough erosion study must be done which looks

at more long terra effects of jet boat wakes on sand bars and
beaches, including salmon spawning habitat.
3.)

A comprehensive study such as the one being conducted

on the Rogue River should be initiated.

This study should
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examine jet boat impacts on erosion, salmon and other
wildlife, as well as address other jet boat issues such as
safety and user perceptions.

The W-WNFS must respond to the

public's concern regarding jet boats and other public land
issues in Hells Canyon.
It is time for the W-WNFS to quit skirting around this
conflict between jet boats and salmon and address it head
on.

The Endangered Species Act demands action and it

demands action that will halt and reverse the trend towards
extinction, whatever the cost.
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Final Environmental Impact Statement
Uild and Scenic Snake River Recreation Management Plan
Dee Level*
Commercial Powerboat*
Commercial powerboat* will continue to operate in their hietoric area* of
operation during 93% of the year. While commercial powerboat* will not have
accaa* to the entire wild river on Monday, Tueaday, and Wadneaday in July and
Auguat, there will atlll be opportunltiea to launch tripe to Kirkwood every
day, and there will be acceaa from Halle Canyon Dam to Wild Sheep Rapid every
day. The preferred alternative actnally allow* commercial powerboat* a St
tncreaae over 1991 primary **a*on total n*e, and a 3% tncreaae over 1992.

>

People that are pby*ically>cballenged due to age or phyaical limitation* will
continue to have the opportunity to book tripe with commercial powerboater* on
a daily baei* for year-round accaee to both the wild and ecenic eection* of the
river from all portale.
Private Powerboat*

>

The preferred alternative allow* private powerboat launch*» to Increete *3%
above 1991 end 60% above 1993 during the primary aeaaon. In 1991 there were
1,364 launches, in 1992 there were 1,339 launchea, and in 1993 there were 1,535
launches. If Alternativa 0 had been implemented in 1994, 2,493 permit* for
private powerboat lanocbae would have bean available.
Alternative C provide* tor six l*unche* per day in the wild river. Average
wild river u*e by private powerboat* wa* five per day in 1991. In the Scenic
River it provide* for 10 launch** per day on Monday through Thuraday and 25
launch** per day on the weekend* (Friday through Sunday).
Bon-Hotorized Period

Private and Commercial powerboat launchea will be available every day of the
year from all portal* in the wild and scenic river. They will be limited from
entering a 21 mil* «action from Wild Sheep Rapid to the upper landing at
Kirkwood on three day* per weak (Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday) for eight
week* in July and August. In 1991, an average of laa* than 3 private
powerboat* per non-motorized day would have been affected by the non-motoriied
period in July and Auguat. The non-motorized period doe* not include any
weekend* or major holiday* and represents only 7% of the days in the year.
Only part of the wild river ha* a non-motorized period; it effect* only 22% of
the primary aeaaon and was designed to focus on the day* in July and Auguat
that were the least used by powerboater*.
Powerboats have access to every mile of the river 93% of the year and both
floaters and powerboater* have unlimited acceaa to th* river for approximately
70% of the year. Shared use between floaters and poverboacara within the
entire river corridor is emphasized 93% of the year.
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LETTER TO JOHN LOWER REGARDING
APPEAL VIOLATIONS
Mr. John Lowe, Regional Forester
Pacific Northwest Region
P.O. Box 3623
Portland, OR 97208
March 3, 1995
Dear M r . Lowe :
This is an urgent request for you to overturn a recent
decision by Deputy Regional Forester Dick Ferraro to grant a
stay of implementation of the new Wild and Scenic Snake
River Recreation Management Plan (WSSRRMP).

Mr. Ferraro's

granting of an extended stay is in violation of appeal
regulations at 36 CFR 217.

It also serves to perpetuate a

use allocation between motorized and non-motorized use on
the Snake Wild and Scenic River (SWSR) that is inequitable
beyond explanation.
Background
As you may know, jet boat use has been completely
unregulated on the Snake Wild and Scenic River for the past
17 years.

During that time, the number of non-motorized

floaters allowed to run the upper 32 miles of the river
during the summer months has been restricted to five party
launches per day.

Yet any number of jet boats can enter the

entire river corridor at any time.

Regulations ensuring the

safe operation of jet boats, such as speed limits, no-wake
rules, and slowing for floaters, are virtually absent.
154
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Because of the absence of regulations governing jet
boat use and numbers, which are required in Section 10(d) of
the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area Act, the Snake
Wild and Scenic River has become a hazardous place for all
users.

Jet boats account for 65 to 75 percent of all

accidents on the river, and floaters are being displaced
from the river due to the virtual domination of fast, loud,
physically intimidating jet boats.
On 21 October 1994, Wallowa-Whitman National Forest
Supervisor Robert Richmond signed a Record of Decision for
the WSSRRMP.

This plan would finally prescribe some

controls on jet boat use, though these would only apply on
certain days of the week.

The new plan further accommodates

jet boaters by allowing an increase in jet boat numbers over
the highest established yearly level that occurred during 19
years of unlimited jet boat use since the SWSR was
designated, and by declining to implement any enforceable
rules to govern the operation of jet boats.
Nevertheless, the WSSRRMP finally proposed a step,
albeit a timid one, toward limits on motorized impacts in
Hells Canyon, and toward equity among recreation uses.
total of 31 appeals were filed against the new plan.

A
Some

indicated that the plan did not go far enough in regulating
jet boat use and numbers as required in the Hells Canyon
National Recreation Area Act, while others claimed it
unjustly regulated jet boat use.

All of these appeals were
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filed by December 27, 1994.
The process for developing the new WSSRRMP plan began
in 1987 when the Forest Service commissioned a study through
the University of Idaho that would address the issue of
management of the Snake Wild and Scenic River.
was completed in 1988.

The survey

Then in late 1989, a Limits of

Acceptable Change Task Force was convened to develop a
citizen's alternative for a new river plan.
was completed in November 1991.

That process

Since that time, several

rounds of public meetings have been conducted, and draft
documents have been issued by the Forest Service for public
review.

This river plan has been through the most extensive

public involvement and NEPA processes possible.
Each year since the planning process began, floaters
and other non-motorized recreationists have anticipated the
coming of a summer recreation season in Hells Canyon wherein
finally, some sanity would be restored to the Canyon via
limits on jet boat use.

They looked forward to a reasonable

guarantee of safety from jet boat speed and wakes, control
over sheer numbers of jet boats, addressing of the impacts
of jet boats on salmon an wildlife, and erosion of the Snake
River's beaches.

But none came.

Finally, with the October

21, 1994 signing of the Record of Decision, 1995 was to be
the year when at least some regulation of jet boat use would
occur.
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To the dismay of non-motorized recreationists, the new
river plan has now been put on hold at least until after the
1995 summer recreation use season is complete.

According to

a February 15 press release issued by Deputy Regional
Forester Ferraro, the new plan will not be implemented until
after September 16, 1995, at the earliest.

Yet another

summer of a patently unfair use allocation system is upon
us.

It is now in question whether a reasonable Snakewild

and Scenic River plan will ever be implemented.
violation of Regulations in Staying the River Plan
Mr. Ferraro's decision not only defies common sense
and any semblance of fairness.

It is also arbitrary,

capricious, and violates Forest Service appeal regulations
at 36 CFR 217.
1)

These violations are as follows:

Under 36 CFR 217.8(f)(2), "the reviewing officershall

not exceed the following time periods for rendering an
appeal decision...An appeal of a land and resource
management plan approval, significant amendment, or
revision, or on a programmatic decision documented in a
Record of Decision, not more than 160 days from thedate

the

notice of appeal was filed."
In this case, the notices of appeal which requested a
stay were all filed by December 27, 1994.

The final

decision on the appeals should then be rendered no later
than June 5, 1995.

The February 15 press release announcing

the stay indicated that a decision will be forthcoming "in
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early June," and that "the stay remains in effect until a
decision is reached on the appeals."
However, the press release goes on to state that
"Ferraro also directed that implementation of the plan take
place no sooner than September 16, 1995, after the end of
this year's primary use season."

In a February 22 telephone

conversation with the Hells Canyon Preservation Council, Mr.
Ferraro indicated that the delay of implementation of the
river plan was in fact a stay via the appeals process, and
not an independent decision.
This stay directive is in violation of the appeal
regulations as there is no provision for a stay of
implementation to remain in force for more than 15 days
beyond an appeal decision deadline, particularly not for
more than one hundred days after a decision is rendered, as
is the case here.

In fact, 36 CFR 217.17(c), directs that a

stay may remain in effect "until the end of the 15-day
period in which a higher level officer must decide whether
or not to review a Reviewing Officer's decision."

In this

case, this applies to the Chief's discretionary review
period, which is described in 36 CFR 217.17(d) as 15 days.
Therefore, a stay should be in effect until June 20 at the
latest.
2.)

The appeal regulations at 36 CFR

2 1 7 .1 0 (d)(3)(ii)(A,B,C)

state that appellants requesting a

stay must "provide a written justification for the need for
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a stay, which as minimum includes the following:

Specific

reasons why the stay should be granted in sufficient detail
to permit the Reviewing Officer to evaluate and rule upon
the stay request.
Clearly, the regulations put the burden on the
requester of a stay to show cause as to why a stay is
necessary.

Yet the press release which announced granting

of the stay does not cite the arguments presented by the
requesters.

Mr. Ferraro has not described why the new river

plan could not be implemented during the summer of 1995
(when the regulation of jet boat use would go into effect)
nor why he has delayed implementation of the plan until more
than three months after a decision on the appeals will be
rendered.

In fact, he has thus far failed even to send a

notice of the granting of the stay to appellants.
In the February 22 conversation with Mr. Ferraro, he
stated that:

"The granting of the stay had nothing to do

with the merits of the requests...we didn't make a judgment
on whether they would prevail or not."

In other words,

there was no justification for granting a stay based on a
balance of harms, or the likelihood of the stay requesters
to prevail on the merits.

His ruling is not based upon the

"evaluation" of "specific reasons" as to why the stay should
be granted, as required in the appeal regulations.
the granting of a stay is arbitrary and capricious.
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3.)

According to 36 CFR 217.10(d)(2), all appellants

requesting a stay of implementation must "simultaneously
send a copy of the stay request to any other appellant(s),
intervenor(s), and to the deciding officer."

The Hells

Canyon Preservation Council (HCPC) filed an appeal against
the Record of Decision for the WSSRRMP in a timely manner of
December 23, 1994.

However, HCPC has never received a copy

of the stay request from any appellant, or from any other
source.
HCPC was therefore unable to respond to the request
for stay.

This despite the fact that it specifically

requested in its appeal "written notification of any request
for stay submitted by any other appellant..." as provided in
the appeal regulations.

In a February 15, 1995 telephone

conversation with HCPC, Development Coordinator Marnie
Criley, Regional Appeals Coordinator Jim Schuler stated that
the Region's "interpretation" of the appeal regulations is
that "not all appellants have to be sent a copy of a stay
request when it is not feasible."
This violation of the appeal regulations denied HCPC
(and perhaps other appellants) the right to respond to, and
address the validity or lack thereof of the arguments used
by other appellants to justify the need for a stay of
implementation of the WSSRRMP.

(The interest of HCPC will

be harmed by the granting of a stay of the new plan, as
previously

described.)

This violates Section 217.10(f)(3)
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which states that;

"In deciding a stay request, a reviewing

officer shall consider...any information provided by the
Deciding Officer or other party to the appeal in response to
the stay request."

Other parties and appellants have been

denied the ability to provide such information.
4.)

The appeal

regulations also require, at 36 CFR

217.10(e) that the Reviewing
within 10 days of a request."

Officer "rule on stay requests
In this case, all stays were

requested within

the notices of appeal.

The granting of a

stay on February

15 occurred 50 days after the appeal

deadline, a clear violation of the regulations.
Deputy Regional Forester Ferraro's decision has
violated numerous appeal regulations in granting a stay of
the WSSRRMP.

He has not justified the arbitrary

its implementation.

He was made aware

delayof

of some of the appeal

regulation violations in a February 14, 1995 letter from
HCPC, but did not respond to the letter, which was sent by
fax on that date.
Due to these violations of Forest Service regulations
and the arbitrary nature of these directives, we are
requesting that you overturn Mr. Ferraro's decision to stay
the decision

of Supervisor Richmond to implement

the

WSSRRMP, and

allow the plan to go into effect at

leastuntil

a decision on all appeals is rendered based on their merits,
whereafter changes to the plan could be made based on
compelling arguments in the appeals.
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The policy for management of the SWSR wherein lowimpact use (floating) is constrained and limited, yet high
impact use (jet boating) is unlimited cannot withstand any
test of reason.

Implementation of equitable and appropriate

regulation of jet boats in Hells Canyon cannot wait any
longer.
We appreciate your consideration of our request and
look forward to your response.
Sincerely,
Canyon Outfitters
Davis Whitewater Expeditions
Holiday River Expeditions
Hughes River Expeditions
Idaho Afloat
Idaho Conservation League
National Audubon Society
National Organization for River Sports
National Parks and Conservation Association
National Wildlife Federation
Northwest Rafter Association
Northwest Voyageurs
Northwest Whitewater Excursions
OARS/Dories
Oregon Natural Resources Council
Pacific Rivers Council
River Odysseys West
Sierra Club
Western Ancient Forest Campaign
The Wilderness Society
Wilderness Watch
Hells Canyon Preservation Council
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S.1374\H.R.2568 -- THE JET BOAT BILL

104th CONGRESS
1ST Session

^

I0 f I

f-j£ /S'SS
IN TH E SENATE OP TH E U N ITE D STATES
fee, HiMSéiF flfJD S u Ann KejhprHo(Z*^^
Mr. ÜRAiG^troduoed the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Committee on ____________________ __________________

A BILL
To require adoption of a management plan for the Hells
Canyon National Recreation Area that allows appropriate
use of motorized and nonmotorized river craft in the
recreation area, and for. other purposes.
1

Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3

SECTION 1. HELLS CANYON NATIONAL RECREATION AREA.

4

Section 10 of the Act entitled “An Act to establish

5 the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area in the States
6 of Oregon and Idaho, and for other purposes'approved

7 December 31, 1975 (16 U.S.C. 460gg-7), is amended—
8
9

(1) by inserting “(a) In G eneral .— ” before
“The Secretary”;

163
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

(2) by striking “(a) standards" and inserting
"(1) standards":
(3) by striking "(b) standards” and inserting
“(2) standards";
(4) by striking "(c) provision” and inserting
“(8) provision";
(5) by striking paragraph (d) and inserting the

followii^

9

"(4) subject to subsection (b), provision for

10

control of the use and number of motorized and non-

11

motorized river craft as necessary, but only to the

12

' extent necessary to ensure that said uses are com-

13
14
15
16
17

patible -with this Act; and”;
(6) by striking “(e) standards” and inserting
“(5) standards"; and
(7) by n d d i n g at the end the foU.owing:
“(b) ÜSS OP MOTORIZED AND NONMOTORIZED

18 ErvER Crapt ,—F or the purposes of subsection (a)(4)—
19

“(1) the use of motorized and nonmotorized

20

river craft is recognized as a valid and appropriate

21

use of the Snake Kdver mthin the recreation area;

22

"(2) motorized and nonmotorized river craft

23

shall be permitted access to, and use of, the entire

24

rivÉ^^within the recreation area at all times during

25

the year;
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3
1

“(3) concTirrent use of the river -within the

2

recreation area by motorized and nonmotorized river

3

craft shall not be considered to be a conflict;

4

“(4) use of commercial and private motorized

5

and nonmotorized river craft shall be allowed to con-

6

tinue throughout each year at levels that are not less

7

than those occurring in an average of the 3 calendar

8

years preceding the date of enactment of this sub-

9

section, and in daily and seasonal use patterns aimi-

10

lar to those experienced in those years; and

11

“(5) use of motorized or nonmotorized river

12

craft on the Snake Eiver within the recreation area

13

by owners of private property for the purpose of

14

traveling to or from their property in their usual and

15

accustomed manner shall not be restricted.”.
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